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Preface

This book provides a detailed review of global economic prospects for development. The analysis covers both industrial and developing countries,
focusing especially on the economic links that bind
them in the global economy. This study complements the World DevelopmentReport1991: The Challengeof Development(forthcoming) by presenting the
analytical underpinnings to its discussion of international economic trends, as well as a more detailed
exposition of the external circumstances that define
the global context for developing countries. Alternative scenarios of the global economic environment
are analyzed for their policy implications, particularly from the perspective of developing countries.
Because of this focus on international dimensions,
the study does not elaborate on the role of policies in
developing countries for accelerating their development, although they are dearly of greater relevance
to the growth prospects of individual developing
countries. Domestic policies are analyzed in considerable detail in the WorldDevelopmentReport1991.
Each year, the global economic prospects study
will focus on one of the key economic linkages between developing countries and the rest of the world.

This year, the special emphasis is on trade in primary
commodities.
Chapter 1 reviews structural factors affecting the
world economy, focusing on the interdependence
between industrial and developing economies and
on how this has helped shape economic growth and
development.
Chapter 2 explores this issue further in relation to
one international market-the international market
in primary commodities.
Chapter 3 reports on the state of the world economy today and examines the challenges it faces in the
coming decade. These include the outlook for international trade policy, especially the outcome of the
Uruguay Round, policies affecting real interest rates,
the shortage of external capital flows to developing
countries, and expectations about oil prices.
Chapter 4 uses alternative scenarios of the future
to examine the outlook for the world economy and
prospects for development in the 1990s.
This book on global economic prospects is a
product of the staff of the International Economics
Department of the World Bank.
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method (World Bank, 1991).
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Summary

The increasing interdependence of the global economy over the last four decades has favored economic
growth. World trade has grown faster than GDP,
foreign investment has increased rapidly, new technologies have revolutionized international communication and altered long-standing patterns of
productivity and employment, and international financial markets have expanded enormously in scale
and diversity of instruments.
But not all developing countries have benefited
from these developments. Some exploited opportunities for trade and specialization effectively, maintaining rapid rates of economic development; others
remained wedded to strategies that slowed growth.
From 1965 to 1989,the aggregate real GNP of developing countries (defined in this study as all low- and
middle-income countries) grew at an average annual
rate of 2.5 percent per capita. For the economies of
East Asia, per capita growth was more than double
the average, at about 5.2 percent a year, whereas in
Sub-Saharan Africa per capita growth was virtually
imperceptible at 0.4percent a year.
The key conclusions of this study are highlighted
in the sections that follow.

gish growth in export demand and steady declines
in their terms of trade in the 1980s. In many cases,
these countries were slow to respond to this deterioration in terms of trade, and their reliance on excessive external borrowing and inappropriate trade and
macroeconomic policies accentuated their vulnerability to external factors. The adjustments required
were deeper and more painful, and the supply response to changed incentives was lethargic because
of the large debt overhang, the dominant role of the
public sector, and the inadequacy of complementary
physical, social, and institutional infrastructure.
While the growth performance of individual developing countries has varied widely because of differences in economic policies and resource
endowments, the growth rate of developing countries as a group has tended to move closely with the
growth rate of industrial countries (Figure 1). This
reflects strong linkages between the industrial and
developing economies, through international trade,
interest rates, capital flows, and commodity prices.

Economic links with the world economy
are important

Recognition of these close links between industrial
and developing economies is important for assessing
the developing world's prospects. How supportive
of rapid growth will these factors be in the coming
decade? The answer depends on policies in four
areas of international economic management:
* Interational trade polcy, i the context of the

The ways countries have exploited economic links
with the rest of the world have strongly influenced
these differences in growth performance. East Asian
economies that fostered an open trade environment
and maintained their creditworthiness were able to
establish competitive industries that gained the most
from buoyant internatIonal trade and capital flows.
Moreover, these economies adjusted rapidly to sudden adverse changes in the external environment as,
for example, after the two oil shocks of 1973and 1979.
The economies of Latin America and Sub-Saharan
Africa, by contrast, continued to depend heavily on
primary commodity exports and suffered from slug-

Internationalpolicies will affect
the prospects of developing countries

*

Uruguay Round
Pes
affet
real nteres es
crebt magementfpolicy, notblyeeffortsatoein
creasc
overhang
*The
extent and duration of instability in oil
markets.

Each of these is considered in turn below.
1

GDPper capitagrowth ratesin indiustrI and developingc,iuntrieshavefollowedeac' otherclosely
Figure 1 Growth of real GDP per capita in industrial and developing countries, 1965-90
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International trade
The outcome of the Uruguay Round is critical to the
future of the multilateral trading system and the
welfare of the world community. Protection in industrial countries has increased in recent years, and
unilateral actions to curb imports have proliferated.
The emergence of regional trading arrangements
could pose dangers to multilateral trade liberalization. Failure to reach agreement in the Uruguay
Round could mean an acceleration in these trends,
and perhaps even a retrogression into trade war.
Closer regional integration need not lead to discriminatory trading practices. If it does, however, longterm global prospects could be diminished, and
many developing countries outside these blocs could
be hurt severely. A successful result to the Uruguay
Round would nip such tendencies in the bud. It
would also add vigor to forces favoring increased

2

interdependence and would contribute substantially
to growth, employment, and welfare in the world,
especially in developing countries.
Interest rates
Real interest rates in the 1990s are likely to remain
neartheirhighlevelsof
thel980s.Theglobaldemand
for capital is expected to stay strong. Industrial countries will continue to need capital to restore, replace,
and upgrade infrastructure. In addition, several new
claims on world savings have emerged concurrently:
the social and infrastructure needs of unified Germany and Eastern Europe, the postwar reconstruction of Kuwait and Iraq, and the expected surge in
investment as Europe moves to a single market in
1992. A recovery of private savings (in pardal response to higher real interest rates and increased
uncertainties) will serve only to moderate the up-

ward pressure on the cost of capital. And, so far, it
does not appear that an increase in public sector
savings will make up the difference.
Externalcapital
Although the debt crisis erupted a decade ago, its
effects will continue to be felt through the next decade. Even if net flows of capital to developing countries were to grow nearly 10percent a year, aggregate
net financial transfers to these countries would be
only slightly positive by 1995because of their large
stock of debt and high real interest rates. Moreover,
such a rate of increase in net flows would require an
acceleration in foreign direct investment and private
lending to developing countries. For this to occur,
developing countries would need to emphasize a
rapid return to creditworthiness and a deep commitment to private sector development. And this, in
turn, will require prudent macroeconomic and debt
management policies, increased efficiency of the
public sector, and greater encouragement of private
investment, both domestic and foreign. Simulations
suggest that an additional $25 billion of exportoriented foreign direct investment a year during the
1990s could increase the growth of output of developing countries by about one percentage point a year
during this period.
Even with larger inflows of external capital, the
heavy burden of debt and debt service will constrain
the prospects of many developing countries in the
next decade. So far, the debt crisis has been contained
through a reduction of commercial debt and debt
service, an easing of terms on Paris Club reschedulings, and a continuation of other programs of debt
relief and restructuring.
But the debt crisis is far from over. Several countries have accumulated substantial arrears, and the
limited availability of incremental external finance
has hindered their adjustment efforts.
More needs to be done to ease the debt burden of
developing countries that undertake strong adjustment programs. In particular, official involvement
will continue to be necessary to encourage commercial debt and debt service reduction in the more
severely indebted countries. A strong argument
could also be made for the reduction of officialdebt
or debt service for middle-income countries in which
high levels of officialdebt create uncertainty, inhibit
private and foreign investnent, and weaken the resolve to undertake adjustment. For severely indebted

low-income countries, bilateral creditors may wish
to consider additional debt forgiveness ($6 billion
was forgiven in 1988-90) and a deepening of the
concessionalityof other debt relief measures. Finally,
debt relief measures need to be accompanied by
increased accessto industrial country markets. Creditworthiness, once acquired, needs sustenance
through increased opportunities for trade and investment.
Oil markets
Iraq's invasion of Kuwait created fresh uncertainty
for the world economy. Although the period of exceptionally high oil prices was short-lived, the effect
of the Gulf crisis on ten developing countries
(Bangladesh, Egypt, India, Jordan, Morocco, Pakistan, the Philippines, Sri Lanka, Sudan, and Turkey)
was especially severe because of resettlement costs
and large drops in workers' remittances and tourism
receipts. In the short term, a key uncertainty will be
OPEC'sability to restrict production. In the longer
term, the export of oil is likely to become increasingly
concentrated in a few countries in the Gulf, making
the oil market more vulnerable to supply disruptions. The recent crisis in the Middle East was a rude
reminder of that vulnerability. Moreover, sharp declines in oil prices, especially if combined with rising
interest rates, can be just as disruptive for highly
indebted oil exporters.
Linkages determine the patterns of exposure
to external risk
The outcomes at the global level in these four areas
will have a significant bearing on the growth prospects of developing countries through their effect on:
the growth of industrial country markets; the international cost of capital; the terms of trade; and the
availability of external capital, particularly exportoriented foreign direct investments.
Growth in industrial countries affects growth in
developing countries. A one percentage point a year
increase in OECDgrowth could boost the growth rate
of developing countries by as much as 0.7percentage
point (Table 1). But the size of this effect can be
expected to vary by region. For example, SubSaharan Africa would benefit relatively little from
higher growth in industrial countries because the
income elasticities of demand for its exports are low
and because the erosion of export capacity during the
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Table 1 Estimatedimpact of changes in the externalenvironment on GDP growth in developing countres
(percentage
pointdeviation
peryear)
Incrementin GDPgrowth
1 percentagepoint

Incrementin GDPgrowth
if real LiBORincreases
100 basispoints

0.7
0.5
1.0
0.7
0.8
0.5

-0.2
-0.2
-0.2
0.0
-0.1
-0.4

if oECD growth increases

Region

Alldevelopingcountries
Sub-SaharanAfrica
EastAsia
SouthAsia
Europe, MiddleEast, and North Africa
LatinAmerica
Source: World Bank data (see Box4.3).

1980s reduced its ability to respond to increased
external demand. In contrast, East Asia's diversified
industrial base and significant levels of capital goods
exports make the region's economic performance
particularly sensitive to the health of industrial economies.
International real rates of interest are also of importance to developing countries, especially to those
holding large volumes of external debt at variable
interest rates. Simulations suggest that every one
percentage point increase in real LIBOR(the London
interbank offered rate) could reduce the growth rate
of developing countries as a group by as much as 0.2
percentage points a year; for severely indebted countries, it could mean that growth is reduced by as
much as 0.4percentage points a year (Table 1).
Developing regions and analytical groups of countries differ greatly in their degrees of exposure to
terms of trade risks. For example, exporters of manufactures are likely to face terms of trade that remain
essentially unchanged during the 1990s. For this
group,

the broad

product

composition

of exports

to the state of the world economy in the 1990s. By
contrast, Sub-Saharan Africa relies on officialdevelopment assistance, and its global supply is likely to
remain fairly rigid. Thus, the composition of Africa's
sources of external finance reinforces the composition of its production, exports, and debt in limiting
Africa's growth opportunities in the medium term.
Despite the slow start,global prospects
in the 1990s are encouraging
The 1990s started slowly. Economic growth in the
G-5 economies fell from 3.3 percent in 1989 to 2.7
percent in 1990 (Table2), inflation continued to edge
upward, the fiscal deficit in the United States remained stubbornly high, and symptoms of financial
stress in U.S. and Japanese banks became increasingly evident. The short-term outlook for industrial
countries suggests that growth will weaken further,
to 1.5 percent in 1991.

is

nearly the same as that of imports, providing a natural hedge against terms of trade risk. This result
contrasts most sharply with the outcome for low-income Africa (exduding Nigeria), where the terms of
trade risk is not only large but skewed downward.
The fourth source of risk to developing countries
is the availability of external capital. Should external
circumstances improve, it would tend to mean more

Table 2 Intemational economic parametersof
importance to developing countries in the 1990s
(average
annualpercentage
change,
exceptLIBOR)

1990-2000
Indicator

1980-89 1990

Expected
1991 Baseline mean'

3.0

2.7

1.5

2.9

2.6

5.5

5.3

4.3

3.7

4.5

count deficits) fordeveloping countries, although the
aggregate debt service ratio would fall. That the bulk
of the additional finance will need to come from
private sources, including foreign direct investment,
is a cornerstone of the analysis. In Latin America and
East Asia-and to a lesser extent, Europe, the Middle
East, and North Africa-the scale of foreign direct

Exportpricesof
inulcturesd 3.1

6.9

8.2

3.9

4.6

investment and other pnvate flows wlll be sensitive

Source WorldBankdata.

external financing (and larger external current ac-
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GM,
RealLBoRC

a. Averageofscenariosweightedbytheirsubjectiveprobabilities
of occurring (see Table 4.1).
b. G-5 GNP.
c. G-5average of six-nonth rates, using SDRweights; in percent
d. Ex,ressed in U.S.dollars.

But the recession in the United States is expected
to be short as slimmer inventories, declining oil
prices, a depreciating dollar, and lower interest rates
restore the momentum of demand. A stronger U.S.
economy, together with relatively healthy growth in
Japan and Germany, is expected to raise the G-5
growth rate to 2.7 percent in 1992. Although the
current slowdown in industrial countries is not in
itself likely to damage long-run prospects in developingcountries,itincreasesthedifficultiesof dealing
with the more serious structural issues facing the
global economy.
For the longer term, this study examines scenarios
based on alternative assumptions about the quality
of international economic management and uses
model-based results to derive consequences for industrial and developing countries. The baselineforecast incorporates a menu of feasible and appropriate
adjustments to the present tensions in the world
economy. Under this scenario, the G-5 economies
grow at almost 3 percent a year on average in the
1990s, close to the level achieved in the 1980s.Real
interest rates average 370 basis points, and labor
productivity grows at 2 percent a year. The U.S.
economy, after a slow start, rebounds to 2.9 percent
GNP growth in the second half of the decade. Europe
performs better than it did in the 1980s,stimulated
by German unification and the creation of a single
market in the European Community. And Japan
maintains a steady growth rate of 3.7 percent a year,
somewhat below the 4 percent a year it achieved
between 1980 and 1989. However, the analysis of
alternative scenarios points to a preponderance of
downside risks, with the result that the expected
mean values of key economic indicators are less favorable than those of the baseline forecast (Table2).
For developing countries, the baseline scenario
incorporates external circumstances for develop-

ment that are, on the whole, moderately better than
in the "lost decade" of the 1980s. World trade is
expected to grow a little faster and real interest rates
to be a little lower. But the terms of trade for primary
producers will be considerably worse on average.
What is more, for developing countries the 1990s
started poorly, with GDP per capita barely rising in
1990.Nevertheless, with improved domestic policies
and a supportive international trading environment,
developing countries could expect their growth to
average about 3 percent per capita in the 1990s,up
from 1.6 percent in the 1980s (Table3).
But to support this acceleration in growth, imports
of developing countries would need to grow significantly faster than output to recover from the severe
compression of imports during the 1980sbecause of
the debt crisis. This need would be particularly
strong for the severely indebted middle-income
countries, whose imports were reduced sharply during the 1980s.Faster import growth, in turn, would
need to be supported by effective debt relief measures, open industrial country markets for the exports of developing countries, and strong domestic
policy measures in developing countries to promote
exports and attract export-oriented foreign direct investment. The resulting higher levels of real net imports of goods and nonfactor services, when
sustained over the decade, would also contribute
toward reducing the number of poor people in developing countries from 1.1 billion in 1985 to 825
million in the year 2000.
An analysis of alternativescenarios attaches
considerable uncertainty to the forecast
Scenariosaroundthisbaselineareusedtoexplorethe
sources and magnitude of uncertainty in the 1990s
and suggest how and why different groups of coun-

Table 3 Growth prospects for the different developing regions under the baseline scenario
(averageannualpercentagechange)
GDP

Region
Alldevelopingcountries
Sub-SaharanAfrica
EastAsia

GDPper capita

1965-89
4.7
3.2
7.2

1980-89
3.7
2.0
7.9

1990-2000
4.9
3.6
6.7

1965-89
2.5
0.4
5.2

1980-89
1.6
-1.2
6.2

1990-2000
2.9
0.5
5.2

South Asia

4.2

5.4

4.7

1.8

3.0

2.6

Europe,MiddleEast,
and North Africa
LatinAmerica

4.2
4.3

2.5
1.7

3.6
3.8

2.2
1.8

0.4
-OA

1.5
2.0

Source World Bank data.
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tries could be affected. The downsidescenariotakes a
less sanguine position than the base case, asking
what would happen if various adjustments to present tensions (even though feasible and appropriate)
were not accomplished. And the outer flanks of the
probability distribution are explored through low
and high scenarios, identifying the extremes of what
is here called the management dimension in the
world economy.
The low-casescenarioexamines the possibility that
greatly amplified uncertainties and turbulence in
both international trading and financial systems may
lead to a much higher level of real interest rates,
stagnation in industrial countries, high and unstable
oil prices, continued declines in real nonoil commodity prices, and continued inertia in private financial
flows to developing countries. In such circumstances, the chances are high that structural adjustmentprogramsinmanydevelopingcountrieswould
not be sustained.
At the other end of the spectrum is the high-case
scenario,in which challenges confronting the world
economy are met convincingly and successfully. This
instills confidence and reduces uncertainty in international markets, spurring further integration of the
global economy. International prices of importance
to developing countries-real interest rates, exchange rates, real commodity prices-are predictably stable, and investors have confidence that
long-run enviromnental and demographic concerns
are being taken in hand. The real cost of borrowing
declines and real commodity prices rise in this case,
promoting economic convergence among developing countries and between developing and industrial
countries.
The plausible range of growth estimates for developing countries in the 1990sis therefore wide: from
less than 3 percent a year to well over 6 percent. This
range translates into a 40 percent difference in the
level of real income by the year 2000.
Regional disparities in growth will continue
The 1980s saw a sharp divergence in economic performance across developing regions. The analysis of
alternative scenarios shows that the chances of significantly reducing these disparities are remoteinthe
1990s.The unlikelihood of convergence (added to the
uncertainty about aggregate growth) intensifies the
risk that the number of absolute poor in the world
will rise greatly.

6

In Sub-Saharan Africa structural adjustment programs in a number of countries have produced the
first tentative signs of economic recovery. But the
recovery is expected to be fragile, and conditions
in many African economies will remain precarious.
Although better than what was achieved in the past,
per capita incomes are expected to rise by only about
0.5percent a yearin the medium term. And per capita
consumption could first decline in several countries
before rising, unless there is a larger-than-projected
infusion of external aid.
Latin America's economic growth is also expected
to climb, from 1.7 percent during 1980-89 to 3.8
percent in the 1990s.If some of the large economies
in the region that are undertaking fundamental reforms-particularly Argentina, Brazil, and Mexicomanage to stay the course, the growth payoffs could
be significant. For the other severely indebted Latin
American econonies, increased net flows will be
crucial for the resumption of growth. To attract these
flows, countries wi}lneed to adopt domestic policies
favoring macroeconomic stability and structural reform. To achieve stability will require continued official support for commercial debt and debt service
reduction, with corresponding increases in new
long-term finance to support stabilization and structural adjustment over the medium term.
The Europe, Middle East, and North Africa region
includes the frontline states in the recent Middle East
crisis. Of these, Egypt, Jordan, and Turkey have already faced major adjustment problems and high
levels of external debt. To these problems have been
addedthecostsofsettlingreturningmigrantworkers
from Iraq and Kuwait, a drastic decline in tourism
earnings, and reduced revenues because of the shutdown of oil pipelines (in Turkey). While ongoing
adjustment programs are expected to stabilize these
economies and rekindle growth, these countries will
require further external financial assistance in easing
their burden of debt.
Growth prospects in Eastern Europe are expected
to brighten in the second half of the decade as the
dust from the present political and economic turmoil
settles and economic reforms begin to yield results.
The need for substantial investments in social and
physical infrastructure is unlikely to be met by domestic savings alone, and external aid from industrial countries is expected to play a part. Private
capital inflows into Eastern Europe will be modest at
first, as investors wait to see the outcome of the
reform process; but in the latter half of the decade,

flows of private direct foreign investment could be
large. As a result, unsteady economic performance
during the first half of the decade may lead to relatively slow growth of about 4 percent a year in the
second half.
Per capita incomes in the newly industrializing
economies of East Asia, including Indonesia, Malaysia, and Thailand, are expected to continue to grow
at rates significantly above the average for developing countries. Many of these countries will benefit
from closer trading relations with Japan and from
substantial levels of foreign direct investment from
Japan and Europe. As a result, East Asian countries
can be expected to maintain the rapid advance of
their technological capabilities through the 1990s.
But this rate of progress will be more difficult to
maintain as these countries approach the level of
other industrial nations. In the case of China, the
rapid rates of growth of the 1980s are unlikely to be
repeated in the 1990s;nevertheless, growth is likely
to remain well above the average for developing
countries.
For South Asia, the 1990s pose higher risks than
have decades past. How India handles its current
economic and politicaldifficultiesis expected to have
a significant bearing on its performance for the decade as a whole. Other South Asian economniesare
also going through a difficult period that will influence medium-term prospects. As a whole, the region

is not expected to do as well in the 1990sas it did in
the 1980s.
Interdependenceimplies mutual responsibility
of govenmments
The alternative global scenarios suggest that the divergent patterns ofgrowth observed inthe 1980swill
probably continue into the next decade. Global
forces-the level and composition of economicactivity, the openness to trade, appropriate financial
flows, and transfers of technology-will continue to
influence development prospects in the aggregate.
This is true even though the prospects for individual
countries will be governed primarily by how well
each uses its own resources, and so by the quality of
its own policy design and implementation.
Policy in the industrial countries also has implications for the prospects of developing countries. A
policy mix that places greater reliance on monetary
rather than fiscal policy may be less favorable to
developing countries if it leads to higher interest
rates or disruptive swings in exchange rates. In recognition of the close interdependence between industrial and developing countries, governments,
whether in national or multilateral settings, clearly
need to take account of developing country concerns
when formulating policies that will affect the world
economy.
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1

Interdependence
anduncertainty:
Structuralfactors affectingthe world economy

The network of economic links binding nations to
one another has become remarkably strong in recent
decades. Some of these links-trade, finance, investment, technology, migration-are well known, but
others, such as the environment and public health,
are only beginning to be appreciated. Analyzing
these links and the relationships between them is
critical for an understanding of the world economy,
although the complexity of some of the issues-and
sometimes a lack of data-make this difficult. But
focusing on even a few of the more easily measured
links, such as trade, finance, and investment, offers
considerable insight into the world economy today
and enables more informed judgment on the prospects for the future.
Each decade since World War II has marked a
milestone in the evolution toward stronger interdependence in the world economy. Trade has accelerated since the 1950s,foreign investment has grown
rapidly since the 1960s,international financial markets have virtually exploded since the 1970s, and
many countries in Latin America, Sub-Saharan Africa, and Eastern Europe began to adopt outwardoriented policies in the 1980s.
The evidence is compelling. Today, almost onefifth of world output is traded; a quarter century ago,
it was one-eighth. Almost two-thirds of international
trade is in manufactures. The share of services, now
about 18 percent, is growing, while the share of raw
materials (excludingfuel), nowat5 percent, is declining.1
Large amounts of capital now move around the
world. Gross capital flows were close to $1 trillion in
1987,equivalent to 40 percent of total merchandise
exports; about 11 percent was direct foreign investment and more than 60 percent was short-term capital. But very little found its way to developing
countries. For them, private commercial flows virtually ceased, officialflows remained at $35billion, and
direct investment (at $25 billion) was less than a
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quarter of the global total, half of it in the form of
reinvested profits.
The economies of industrial and developing countries are closely intertwined. Industrial countries accountfor 70 percent of world trade and world output.
But they depend on developing countries for a quarter of their export sales, a fifth of their primary commodity imports, and almost half of their petroleum
consumption. Developing countries, for their part,
rely on industrial countries for more than 60percent
of their trade and 47 percent of their primary commodity imports.2 Trade between developing countries is also on the rise; they sold a third of their
exports to each other in 1989, compared with one
quarter a decade ago.
Together, these growing interconnections between markets and economies in the postwar years
present a striking contrast to the past. In the previous
four decades (1913-50),wars, autarky, and a severe
depression impeded the growth of trade and international finance. In some ways, the decades since the
1950smay be viewed as a return to the pre-1913era,
when goods, labor, and capital were relatively free to
move around the world. Governments of industrial
and developing countries together lent their support
for the establishment of a legal and institutional
framework that encouraged trade and commerce between nations. This new order helped shape the
world economy. It offered developing countries
greater opportunities for trade and specialization,
better access to foreign capital and technology, new
avenues for international migration, and international forums for negotiating and consulting on multilateral issues.
This study suggests that increased integration has
acted as a strong, reliable force for growth. But it
finds that this force is weakening and under threat.
If allowed to weaken further, international trade and
finance could be disrupted, stalling growth for many
years. Rising uncertainty in international financial

Table 1.1 Growth of world trade and GDP,
1950-88
(averageannualpercentagechange,1980 prices)

Item

1950-60

Worldtrade
6.5
WorldGDP
4.2
Difference
2.3
Source-WorldBank
data.

1960-70

1970-80 1980-88

8.3
5.3
3.0

5.2
3.6
1.6

4.0
3.0
1.0

and commodity markets could be accentuated. And
the prospects for developing countries could be jeopardized.
The study is structured chronologically. Chapters
1 and 2 review the past-the evolving structure of the
world economy and the growing complexity of international linkages. Chapter 3 assesses the present by
briefly reporting on the state of the world economy
today and then spotlighting the challenges likely to
confront the world economy in the next decade.
Chapter 4 looks to the future, examining alternative
scenarios for the world economy as they might unfold, based on the analysis of the previous three
chapters.
The growth of internationaltrade
All through the period 1950-90, international trade
grew faster than output. The rapid growth of world
trade in the 1950s and 1960s was due partly to a
recovery from the stagnation of the interwar years. It
was spurred by buoyant growth in industrial countries, reduced barriers to trade, low world inflation,
modest real rates of interest, and expanding real
resource transfers to developing countries. But many
of these trends were reversed in the 1970sand 1980s.
The growth of international trade slowed markedly,
and the gap with world output growth narrowed
(Table 1.1).Nevertheless, the growth of world trade
between 1950 and 1980 was still the highest recorded
in history. The previous high was between 1830and
1873,when world trade grew between 4 and 5 percent annually (Lewis 1980).
Progressive liberalization of trade policies between 1947 and 1974 helped. Average tariffs in industrial countries fell from about 40 percent to 3
percent (Laird and Yeats 1988). These reductions
helped developing countries export more, despite
the simultaneous erosion of trade preferences ac-

twice that against imports from industrial countries
(UNCrAD 1968).Even today, tariffs in several industrial countries are higher for a range of products of
special interest to developing countries-leather,
textiles, dothing, footwear, and certain agricultural
items.
The forces for trade liberalization have weakened
sincethemid-1970s,whenindustrialcountriesbegan
to establish new barriers to trade. The use of nontariff
barriers grew in significance. By 1986, almost 16 percent of OECDimports were covered by nontariff barriers. Voluntary export restraints and quotas
consistently slipped through the proscriptions of
various GATr artides, antidumping actions became
highly arbitrary, and rules relating to origin and local
content proliferated (Messerlin, forthcoming).
Twenty of the twenty-four OECDeconomies are, on
balance, more protectionist now than they were ten
years ago (Henderson 1991).Because nontariff barriers are most often imposed in sectors in which developing countries are internationally competitiveleather products, textiles, clothin& footwear, travel
goods, and beverages (Laird and Yeats 1990,Tables
4.4 and 4.5)-they affect developing countries more
than they do industrial countries (Laird and Yeats
1990,Tables 4.6 and 4.7).
The protectionist trend in developing countries
has been similar. Analysis of a sample of 82 developing countries in 1987 revealed that 28 percent of all
imports were subject to nontariff barriers. But this is
almost certainly an underestimate, because it ignores
a variety of regulations that effectively operate as
nontariff barriers. These indude import licensing,
foreign exchange controls, price controls, procurement restrictions, finance requirements, and technical standards.
A reduction of nontariff barriers was one of the
goals of the Uruguay Round, but the outcome of
these negotiations remains uncertain. With the future of multilateral trade relations in doubt, the

Table 1.2 Intraregionaltrade,1988
(percent)

As shareof
Region
worldtrade
EuropeanCormmunity
20
NorthAmerica
6
EastAsiaa
5

As shareof
region'strade
56
42
28

a. Japan, Hong Kong, Korea, Singapore, Taiwan (China), and

corded to individual countries (Balassa 1980). Even

ASEAN.

so, the average effective rate of protection against
imports from developing countries was more than

Source. World Bank data.
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growth of regional trading blocs in Europe, North
America, and East Asia has assumed added significance (Table 1.2). Trade within these regions has
accelerated in recent years, although trade between
them grew more strongly for the period 1980-89as a
whole (Table 1.3).
Recent developments foretell an increase in trade
within blocs. As a first step toward economic and
monetary union, the European Community (Ec) is
preparing to dismantle national barriers and permit
the free flow of goods, services, labor, and capital by
1992.More than half the fiscal, technical, and physicalbarriers have alreadybeen removed (IMF1990,60).
All EC members, apart from Greece and Portugal,
have joined the exchange rate mechanism (ERM), and
1993has been fixed as the target year for full monetary union. Most of the impetus for European integration has come from governments, but more
recently the private sector has recognized the importance of integration for strengthening the competitive position of European firms in international
markets.
In the western hemisphere, the United States concluded a free trade agreement with Canada in January 1988 and it has scheduled talks this year with
Mexico to explore a similar arrangement. Other Latin

American countries have also expressed an interest
in opening discussions on intraregional integration.
In East Asia, Japanese foreign direct investment has
forged close trading and financial links between
Japan and other countries in the region. Export promotion efforts in this region first centered on the
North American and European markets and then on
intraregional trade. In Eastern Europe, the tendency
has been in the opposite direction. Political and economic reforms have severed trade and financial ties
within the Council for Mutual Economic Assistance
(cMEA),and countries are seeking ways to participate
more fully in the world economy.

Ti -vs of ,oreigndirectinvestnt havebeenincreasing
Figure 1.1World stock of foreign direct
investment, selected years, 1960-88
(1980prices)

1960

,

2125

304.6

1967

1973

l

:

f394.9

,

.
1980

_

1

;

.
1988

0

861.9
200

400

600

800

1,000

Source: U.S. Department of Conmnerce (1991) and World Bank
data.
_

Foreign direct investment, technological change,
and globalization
The integration of the world economy through trade
has been reinforced by increasing flows of foreign
direct investmnent(FDI) and the growing involvement
of transnational enterprises (Figure 1.1).3The stock
of FDI grew by 66 percent between 1980and 1988,and
most of it (97 percent) is held by industrial countries.
Transnational enterprises have been the principal
force behind this rapid rise in FDI, beginning in the
1960swhen U.S. enterprises invested heavily in Europe. Since then, however, a greater plurality has
emerged. The United States, once the leading source
of foreign investment, became the largest recipient.

Table 1.3 Growth of tradewithin and between
regions, 1980-89
(averageannualpercentagechange)

Region

European
community

European
Community
North America
EastAsia
Source: WorldBank data.
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5.2
8.2
12.4

North
America

East
Asia

-

-

9.7
12.8

12.9

Outflows from the United Kingdom edged ahead of
those from the United States during the first half of
the 1980s, and the stock of Japanese foreign investment almost doubled from 1980to 1988,although it
was still only 9.8 percent of the world stock in 1988

(seeFigure 1.2).
In 1988,developing countries were host to onefifth (21.3 percent) of the world's stock of FDi, a
substantial decline from their position two decades
earlier, when they held almost one-third (30.6 per4

Two-fifths of the current stock is in Latin
America and the Caribbean, although growth of the
cent).

Figure 1.2 Originating countries and host countries and regions of world stock of foreign direct
investment, 1988
(percent)

Where it camefrom
Germany, Fed. RepNetherlands

Where it is

United Kingdom
-_

Japan

'98x26.3

Canada

Germany, Fed. Rep.

Other
industrial
countries

Um-tedYingdom
Uie
igo

France
United States
industrial
countries

2
Developing

UnitedStates
Latin America
and the Caribbean

93

2.5

0.1
developing

countries

=
Developing countries: 21.3

Source: U.S. Department of Commerce (forthcoming).

stock in this region slowed from 11.6percent a year
in 1973-80 to 8.7 percent in 1980-87. Over the last
two decades, FDI has grown fastest in Asia, between
13 percent and 16 percent a year, with most of it in
East and South East Asia. The total stock of FDi in
Africa between 1980and 1987grew at about the same
rate as in the rest of the world, but Africa's share of
worldwide FDI is less than 3 percent.
The sectorial composition of FDI in developing
countries has gone through three distinct phases.
Before World War II, most FDIwas in mining, plantation agriculture, and, to a lesser extent, public utilities. In the 1950s and 1960s, the focus shifted to
manufacturing. Most FDI was in large developing
countries (such as Argentina and Brazil), where raw
materials were plentiful and domestic markets well
protected. In the 1970sand 1980s,policy reforms in

in the international trade of major industrial countries varied between30 percentand 40percent (Table
1.4).The costs of operating globally have fallen substantially. The use of computers and teleconumunications has improved inventory management and
coordination and has reduced uncertainty. In some
sectors, new technologies have helped reduce the
minimum economnicscale of production: in the automobile industry, the size of an efficient plant has
fallen from 250,000cars a year to between 100,000to
150,000 cars; in steel, it has dropped from almost
5 million tons of output a year to less than 2 million.
Products are smaller and weigh less; as a result,
transport costs have fallen substantially. The weight
of U.S. merchandise exports per real dollar has fallen
on average by 3.5 percent a year since 1970

several developing countries emphasized exports of

manufactures. FDI aligned itself accordingly, growing rapidly in the assembly and light manufacture of
labor-intensive products, such as textiles, dothing,
and electronics. It also flowed to service industries
(banking, insurance, tourism) in which specdalzed
skills were in short supply locally.
The increase in the number of transnational enterprises and the rapid growth of their assets have
added an important dimension to world trade. Even

Table 1.4 Share of intrafirmtransactions
in international trade
(percent)
UnitedStates
1985

Japan
1983

UnitedKingdom
1981

Exports

31.0

31.8

30.0

Imports

40.1

30.3

n.a.

Item

in the early to mid-1980s, the share of intrafirm trade
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(Greenspan 1990);not surprisingly, the share of U.S.
foreign trade carried by air has doubled since 1970.
Globalization and technological change have
brought with them new opportunities for developing countries. In the textiles industry, yarn supplied
from Java (Indonesia) is converted to cloth in
Rajasthan (India), tailored in Bangkok(Thailand) according to fashions designed in Taipei (Taiwan,
China), and eventually sold in Dusseldorf (Germany). Similarly, semiconductors manufactured in
the United States are used to assemble printed circuit
boards in several developing countries, including El
Salvador, Indonesia, Malaysia, Mexico,and the Philippines, and shipped back to California's SiliconValley for further processing. In the steel industry,
mineral ore is shipped from Brazil to Mexico, where
it is converted into steel plates that are used by car
and equipment manufacturers in the western United
States (Peters 1990).
The greater intemationalization of production has
sharpened technological competition. In the United
States, for example, the number of patents registered
by residents of other countries has increased steadily
(Table 1.5). Large research and development costs
have placed intemational firms under intense pressure to expand their shares of global markets.
At the same time, greater flexibility in production
has allowed companies with global reach to adapt
products to local market requirements. It has also
encouraged enterprises to cooperate in joint ventures, to share research, and to cross-license new
products. Such technology-driven arrangements
have helped accelerate the diffusion of technology
and innovation to developing countries and can lead
tosignificantproductivitygains.Astrikingexample
is the complex set of interlinkages between automobile manufacturers in the world (Figure 1.3). Products today use so many different technologies that
few companies can remain at the frontier of technological change without interfirm alliances that span
countries and regions.

Table 1.5 U.S. patents granted to U.S.
and non-U.S. residents, 1910-12 and 1977-90
(percent)
Countryoforigin

UnitedStates
Non-UnitedStates

1910-12

1977-90a

89
11

65
35

a. Up to June 1990.
Source. Cantwell (1989);and U.S.Patent and Trade Office,
September1990.
September________________1990_________
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Increasedfinancial integration
The explosive expansion of international financial
activity in the 1970sand 1980sis a special case of the
growth of transnational enterprises specializing in
finance (Figure 1.4).Internationallending grew twice
as fast as world trade over the last two and a half
decades. In the wake of the two oil shocks in the
1970s, international banks played a pivotal role in
recycling petrodollars from OPECto industrial and
developing countries. A significant share of the increase in international lending has come from Japanese banks. In 1978,they accounted for 26 percent of
the total assets of the hundred largest banks in the
world; by 1986,their share had grown to 40 percent
(uNcrc 1988).
With the advent of the international debt crisis,
two distinct trends emerged. First, international
lending fell and the international market for securities began to grow vigorously, spurred by the deregulation of capital movements during the 1970s in
the major industrial economies. The value of crossborder offerings of equity-related securities grew
from $200milDionin 1983to $20.3biDionin 1987(U.S.
Congress, Office of Technology Assessment 1990).
Today the market for international securities is larger
than the market for intemational loans. The total
outstanding stock of securities was valued at $19.5
trillion in 1988,almost four times larger than in 1982;
in comparison, the assets of international banks
amounted to $17 trillion in 1988,roughly twice their
size in 1982(UNCrAD1990b,Table 27).
Second, most developing countries were no longer
able to borrow from external commercial sources. In
1987, gross capital flows between countries
amounted to about $1 trillion. But most of these
capital flows were between industrial countries. For
developing countries, disbursements from external
borrowing declined from almost $110billion in 1980,
when commercial bank lending to developing countries was at its height, to $91 billion by 1989.6Net
transfers to developing countries went from a positive $37 billion in 1980 to a negative $1 bilion in
1989.7Access to the international securities market
has also been limited for most developing countries.
Exceptions have been countries in Asia-Indonesia,
Korea, Malaysia, Thailand, and, to a lesser extent,
China and India. In 1990,three Latin American countries-Chile, Mexico, and Venezuela-gained tentative access to the international bond market,
signifying that the worst of the debt crisis may be
over for these countries. Finally, international portfohoinvestmentm developingcountrieshas grown
floivsmn
rapidly,

ndvlpn
from nearly

negligible

onre
levels

a
a few years

rw
ago

Figure 1.3 Interfirm linkages among car makers in the United States, Japan, Western Europe, and Asia
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since they were introduced in the late 1970s. Outstanding interest rate swaps alone exceeded $1 trillion in 1988,compared with $170billion in 1985,and

,71
ternationalbankinggrew rapidly,
especialin ihe1980s
Figure 1A Assets of international banks as a
percentage of world GDP, selected years, 1970-89
31.9

30 _
25.6

outstanding currency swaps amounted to $317 billion in 1988. Few developing countries, however,
have the creditworthiness or the institutional capacity to use these markets to manage their external
assets and liabilities. But with assistance from international financial institutions such as the World
Bank, this capability is being developed, albeit

~~~slowly.

25.6

Internationallinks and economic performance
t

20 -

18.2
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It is hardly surprising, given the strong linkages
between industrial and developing countries, that

_

v

10.9

per capita growth rates of the two groups have followed each other closely (Figure 1.6)-even though
their terms of trade have tended to move in opposite
directions (Figure 1.7).In recent years, however, for
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Source:n~ir,International
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Interest rateand exchangerate
variability has increased
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Figure1.5 Variabilityof interest and exchange

rates

Monthly changes in yen/U.S. dollar exchange rate,

to about $2 billion in 1990.While Asian countries and
January 1957 to November 1990
lo
a few countries in Latin America received the bulk of
these resources, Eastern Europe (primarilyHungary)
s_
also received a small amount.
Thus, most developing countries have not directly.
benefited from the globalization of international fi-5 nance. But it has affected them in one particular
respect. Along with the increased efficiency of financial transactions has come heightened uncertainty,
-10_
especially in foreign exchange markets. Since the
_15
1957 1961 1965 1969 1973 1977 1981 1985 1990
breakdown of the Bretton Woods system of fixed
exchange rates in 1971, interest rates have become
Monthly change in basis points of
less stable and fluctuations in international exchange
April 1953to October 1990
rates have grown in frequency and amplitude (Fig200
ure 1.5). This greater uncertainty in international
financial markets has spawned innovations in financial instruments that permit individuals, corporaEa l
tions, and governments to manage risk efficiently.
Floating-rate notes, note issuance facilities, Eu- S
o
It
A.
rocommercial paper, multicurrency options, and
2
.l l
commodity- linked financing are some of the instru'-l100
I
ments introduced recently.
Borrowers and lenders can also hedge their inter-200
est and exchange rate risks by using interest and
1953 1957 1961 1965 1969 1973 1977 1981 1985 1990
Source: World Bank data.
currency swaps, as well as futures and options markets. Swap transactions have expanded dramatically
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Figure 1.6 Growth of real GDP per capita in developing and industrial countries, 1965-90
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the first time in decades, the per capita growth rate
of developing countries has fallen significantly
below that of industrial countries (Figure 1.6). This
trend, at a time when the external circumstances
were conducive to rapid growth, reflected the poor
performance of several developing economies that
were suffering from large debt burdens and less
favorable trade prospects.
It should be noted, however, that Asia, which recorded higher-than-average growth rates in the
1980s,also accounts for two-thirds of the population
of all developing countries. And more than 70 percent of Asia's population resides in China and India,
which grew substantially above the average rate for
developing countries. So the majority of people in the
developing world live in countries that experienced
relatively rapid rates of growth in the 1980s.To reflect this, Table 1.6indudes estimates of populationweighted growth rates of GDP per capita for
developing countries as a group (see also Appendix
B).They show that growth, estimated thus, actually
improved in the 1980s when compared with the
1973-80 period.
The important concern, therefore, is not so much
the growth of developing countriesinaggregate dur-

ing the 1980s,but the sharp divergence in economic
performance across developing regions. At the one
extreme, East Asian countries recorded an average
per capita GDP growth rate over two and a half times
that of industrial countries as a whole (Table 1.6).At
the other were countries in Sub-Saharan Africa and
Latin America, which recorded declines in income
per capita during the period. For these two regions,
the 1980s have come to be known as the "lost decade."
Three factors explain these regional differences in
economic performance. First, individual economies
showed varying degrees of vitality as they entered
the 1980s.The East Asian economies enjoyed domestic stability and a strong export performance; many
countries in Sub-Saharan Africa and Latin America,
however, began the decade with underlying macroeconomic imbalances temporarily hidden by external borrowing at unsustainable levels. When real
interestratesroseinthel980s,developingeconomies
with high levels of external debt at variable interest
rates faced an external payments crisis. In Latin
America, where over two-thirds of long-term debt in
1980was at variable rates, interest payments grew by
50 percent in the first three years of the decade,
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Termsof tradehavemovedin oppositedirections
for developingand industrialcountries...

.

. and

regionaldifferenceshavebeenlarge

Figure 1.8 Terms of trade for selected
developing regions, 197089

Figure 1.7 Terms of trade in industrial and
developing countries, 197089
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reaching $26 billion by 1983.Aggregate net resource
transfers turned substantially negative, reaching $25
billion by 1988, prompting some countries to reschedule their debt and debt service payments, starting with Mexico in 1982.
Second, primary commodities were nearly the sole
exports of Sub-Saharan Africa and Latin America,
accounting for 98 percent of African exports in 1981
and 83percent of Latin American exports in 1980.For

East Asia, the ratio was less than 40 percent (UNCTAD
1990a). With the sharp downtrend in commodity
prices during the 1980s, Latin America and SubSaharan Africa faced a large decline in their terms of
trade. Furthermore, world trade in primary commodities grew more slowly than for manufactures.
The dual disadvantages of declining terms of trade
and slowly growing export volumes meant that exportearnings remained virtually stagnant during the
1980s. In stark contrast, the terms of trade for the
newly industrializing economies of East Asia were
stable (Figure 1.8), and expanding markets for their

Table 1.6 Growth of real GDP per capita in
industial and developing countries, 1965-89
(percentperyear)
Countrygroup

Industrialcountries
Sub-SaharanAfrica
EastAsia
SouthAsia
Europe,MiddleEast,
and North Africa
LatinAmerica

1965-73

1973-80

1980-89

3.7

2.3

2.3

2.1
5.3
1.2

254
4.9
1.7

1.26
6.2
3.0

5.8
3.8

1.9
2.5

0.4
-0.4

3.0

2.4

2.9

Memorandum item

Developingcountries(weightedby
population)a

a. Using population shares as weights when calculatingaggregrowth for developing countries.
Source: World Bank data.
gate
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GDP

exports of manufactures were an added benefit.
Third, and most important, were the differences in
policy responses to the changes in external circumstances. When the debt cAisisbroke, there were fears
that East Asia would go the way of Latin America.
But the adjustment programs in Indonesia, Korea,
Malaysia, and Thailand were timely and successful.
Only the Philippines eventuallyhad to reschedule its
debt. Countries in Sub-Saharan Africa and Latin
America were not as successful: policies were slower
to change; the adjustments required were deeper and
more painful; and the supply response was more
lethargic because of a large debt overhang, a relatively dominant public sector impervious to market
incentives, and the inadequacy of complementary
physical, social, and institutional infrastructure. In
Latin America, only Bolivia, Chile, and Mexico have

managed to sustain adjustment, and apart from

Chile, growth has been modest. In Africa, Ghana and
Mauritius, two early adjusters, have achieved promising results.

Conclusion

East Asia, tended to do better during the turbulent
1980sthan did others.

The dosing years of the 1980ssaw a growing number
of countries in Latin America, Sub-Saharan Africa,
Notes
and more recently, Eastern Europe implement major
policy reforms. Some of these programs are tentative,
others sweeping. Some have achieved a measure of
1. Thecategoryraw materialsexcludesfoodand beversuccess, others have just begun. Despite their diverages (Table2.1).
sity, they share one common feature: a recognition of
2. The referenceto primarycommodityimports in this
the importance of international trade and finance for
paragraph excludes fuel imports. The data are from
improving growth and per capita incomes. There is
UNCTAD(1990a).
considerable evidence to show that some developing
3. The definitionof direct foreigninvestmentvaries
countries have exploited the benefits of international
among
TheOECD
definesi 10aspercent
whenor
a smgle
investorcountries.
controlsdirecty
or indirecty
more
an
enterprise
in
shares
(or
equivalent)
in
than
others
of
the
ordinary
trade, finance, and investment better
in
the
manageeconomy
or
has
an
effective
voice
in
goods,
seranother
(World Bank 1986 and 1987). Trade
ment of the enterprisethroughother means. Thestockof
vices, and financial securities has helped economies
foreigndirectinvestmentis measuredat bookvalue, and
opportunities
for
converting
extend their domestic
domestic resources into goods and services for inincludessharecapitaland reservesplus net intercompany
loans.
vestment and consumption.
Economies that chose to limit their links with the
4. Figuresare for 1988,the latestyear forwhichdata is
world economy have not fared as welL This contrast
available.Rutter(1989)andU.S.DepartmentofCommnerce
in performance held whether the international eco(1991).
in
nomicenvirorn wsr5. This is the casewhen the stockof FDIisstock
of FDI in
stable,
as
n
the
d
U.S.dollars. When measuredin SDRs,the measured
nomic environment was relanvely
Americaincreased. Butsincemost Di in the region
1Tatin
1950s and 1960s, or unstable, as in the 1970s and
have
is
from
the UnitedStates,theU.S.dollar is the moreapproin
international
markets
may
1980s.Instability
priate
unit
of measurement.
from
interdependence
or
diminished the benefits
made them more volatile, but it has not eliminated
6. Thisexcludesshort-termborrowing.
them altogether. Countries that emphasized interna7. Net transferis definedas disbursementsless actual
tional trade and foreign direct investment, notably in
principalrepaymentsand interestpayments.
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2

Interdependence
anduncertainty
in international markets:
The role of primary commodities

Chapter 1 described the pattern of economicinterdependence in the world and how it has affected developing countries. This chapter examines this issue
more narrowly as it relates to a single international
market-the market for primary commodities. For
many small countries, primary commodities represent such a large share of their GDP and exports that
the prices these commodities fetch can make a difference to their overall economic performance. How
these countries fare in the coming decade will depend to some extent on how primary commodity
prices behave. To help answer this question, this
chapter examines the role of primary commodity
trade in the world economy, trends in primary commodity prices, and countries' responses to commodity price shocks.
Internationallinksl The roleof primarycommodities
World tradeinprimary commodities is much smaller
than in manufactures and is growing more slowly
(Table2.1).Traded volumes of oil and related energy
products, 1 arguably the most important component
of primary commodity trade, did not increase during
the 1980s. International trade in raw materials has
also been growing slowly. Only for food and beverages has international trade grown at a rate comparable to that of manufactures. For developing
countries, however, primary commodities play a
much larger role than these figures suggest. Take
Africa, for example. In forty-eight of fifty-fivecountries on the continent, the three leading commodity
exports accounted for more than half of total exports
(Figure 2.1).2 In Latin America and the Caribbean,
primary commodity exports constituted more than
50 percent of total exports in twenty-nine of fortyseven countries.
For most of these commodity producers, the final
destination of their produce is usually industrial
countries. But the standard paradigm-that industrial countries export manufactures and import com18

modities, while the developing world imports manufactures and exports commodities-is inappropriate. In fact, industrial economies dominate world
exports of nonoil commodities only slightly less than
they dominate exports of manufactures (Table 2.2).
At the same time, developing countries, particularly
in East Asia, are becoming increasingly important
exporters of manufactures.
Furthermore, fast-growing developing countries
are slowly becoming the principal sources of incremental demand for nonfuel primary commodities.
For example, Asia accounted for most of the world's
growth in nonfuel commodity imports over the last
two decades. While the rest of the world reduced its
imports of nonfuel commodities during 1969-88 by
almost $6 billion (in constant 1985U.S. dollars), Asia
increasedits imports by $11 billion. Most of this increase was in agricultural imports, especially
Table 2.1 The role of primarycommodities
in international trade
(percent)
Averageannual
Share,
growth,
Category
1989a
1980-89
Merchandise
82
4.3
4.9
Manufactures
60
Commodities
22
1.7
FuelsC
9
0.0
Otherraw materials
5
2.1
Food
and
beverages
8
4.7
Srvicesd
18
4.5
4.3
Total
100
a. Basedon current US. dollar measures.
b. Basedon real 1980U.S.dollarmeasures.
c. Includescrudeoil, naturalgas,petroleumcoke,liquid natural
gas, and nongas liquids.
d. Deflated by the US. dollar price index for world merchandise
exports.
Source:GAITand WorldBankdata.

Africancountriesare heavilydependenton prinary exports
Figure 2.1 Share of commodities in total exportsof Africa,1983-84
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Table 2.2 Country and commodity composition of exports of nonfuel primary commodities
and manufactures, 1986
(percent)
By countrygroup
Nonfuelprimary
products
Manufacturing
70
88

Countrygroup
Industrial economies

Developingeconomies
Asia
LatinAmerica
Sub-SaharanAfrica
Europe, MiddleEast, and North Africa
World

By commoditycategorya
Nonfuelprimary
products
Manufacturing
15
79

30
10
9
3

12
6
2
0

28
24
42
45

50
65
32
11

7

4

20

53

100

100

17

74

a. The rows do not add to 100because fuel is excluded.
Source- World Bank data.

foodgrains. And because of changes in taste that
come with rising incomes, one of the fastest growing
foodgrain imports was wheat, a principal export of
the United States, Canada, and Australia.
The emerging importance of Asia in world de-

factures (Figure 2.2). This trend depicts a steady fall
in the purchasing power of a given basket of nonfuel
commodities between 1900 and 1930and an abrupt
decline of about 40 percent between 1973 and 1990.
Commodity markets also interact with each other

mand for primary commodities, and the dominance

and, in the process, alter the commodity links be-

of industrial countries as producers, ilustrates well
the changing mosaic of interdependence in international markets. It also serves as a useful backdrop
against which to view the long-term trend in the
relative prices of primary commodities and manu-

tween economies.An interesting example is the complementarity between oil and other raw materials
that appears to have motivated the sharp fall in steel
consumption in industrial countries (Figure 2.3).Nowhere is this more apparent than in the automobile
industry, where, since 1973,research has focused on
improving fuel efficiency. Lowering the weight of

cars-a promising avenue for increasing fuel effiPricesof prinmrycommoditieshavedeclined
ciency-has led to an increasing substitution of plasin relationto the pricesof manufactures
tic for steel. Since 1974,the weight of the average U.S.
Figue 22 Pautomobile has decreased by about 15percent, or 550
Figure 2.2 Price of nonfuel primarycommodites
pounds, because of reduced use of carbon steel and
in relation to the U.S. wholesale price index,
cast iron. At the low production volumes favored by
1900-90
contemporary market conditions and strategies,
plastic is the more attractive material. In Western
Europe, plastic use increased from 35 kilograms per

1.50
140 -

130
-

automobilein 1970to 98kilogramsrecently.Further120 t
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go100
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more, a set of steel-stamping dies for a fender cost
about $2 millionin 1986;a set of plastic forming tools
for the same component cost $250,000 (Clark and
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tests suggest that the downward trend
in the use of raw materials is neither cyclical nor a
once-and-for-all downward shift in demand. Rather,
the era of high oil prices after 1973appears to have
set in motion forces that are accelerating the rate of
metal-saving technical progress for most metals, except possibly aluminum and zinc. But this conclusion
may be premature. The relationship between raw

Thesteel intensity of 5DP has declinedin industrialcountriesbu increasedin developingcountries
Figure 23 Steel intensity of GDP in industrial countries, 1961-88
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material use and industrial country production
could reassert itself. Recent evidence suggests that
this was beginning to occur in the late 1980s,as lower
energy prices and faster growth in industrial countries rekindled demand for raw materials.
While the intensity of raw material use in industral countries has fallen, growth in raw material
consumption in developing countries has continued
to outstrip GDP growth. These changes could reflect
two factors. First, the share of manufacturing in developing countries has increased steadily since
World War II, a trend that continued into the 1970s
and 1980sdespite rising energy prices. Second,lower
investnent in developing countries since 1973has
slowed the rate at which they have been able to
absorb new materials-saving technology. But world
demand for raw materials will remain sluggish, particularly if the advance in materials-savings technology continues at its current pace. The intensity of raw

material use in developing countries is also expected
to slow and may even decline as new technologies
are disseminated from industrial to developing
countries.
Viewing commodity markets from the supply side
reveals two striking developments. First, the importance of unprocessed commodities in the exports of
developing countries has diminished over the last
two and a half decades. Excluding petroleum, the
share of primary-stage commodities in the total exports of developing countries declined from 71 percent to 52 percent between 1965and 1987(Table2.3).
Virtually all broad commodity categories have been
affected,althoughagriculturalmaterialshaveundergone the most spectacular decline.3
Second, industrial countries have boughta smaller
share of their unprocessed commodity imports from
developing countries over the years (Table 2.3).One
reason is the declining competitiveness of develop-
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Table Z3 Share of unprocessed commodities in developing countries' exports and share
of developing countries in industrial countries commodity imports, 1965and 1987
(percent)

Commodity
Foods
Agricultural materials
Ores, minerals,and metals
Petroleum
Allcommodities (except petroleum)

Sharein developingcountries'exports
1987
1965
75.8
78.2
25.2
73.1
53.7
38.1
78.7
81.7
51.7
71.0

Shareof developingcountriesin industrial
countries'commodityimports
1965
1987
45.2
49.1
43.6
36.2
52.0
47.9
67.6
79.8
43.8
48.1

Source Yeats(1991).

ing countries in the international market for unprocessed commodities. Nowhere has this been more
apparent than in Africa (Table 2.4). Indeed, over the
last two decades, Africa's dependence on a few commodities-coffee, cocoa, and cotton-has increased.
But it does appear that the decline in Africa's world
market share in most primary commodities decelerated during the 1980sand was even reversed in a few
cases. Agricultural policies in the industrial world
have probably also played a role. Subsidized exports
from industrial countries have tended to displace
developing countries from their traditional markets.
In addition, the expanding European Community
diverted trade from developing countries to local
European producers. Finally, the rapid growth in
processed commodity exports from developing
countries would account for some of their loss in
market share for unprocessed commodities.

Uncertaintyin commodity markets
The instability of commodity prices is a fact of life for
comnmodityexporters and importers. Its causes are
manifold. For most commodities, economic activity
in the industrial countries continues to be an important-often the most important-determinant. Studies show that a one percentage point annual increase
in industrial country production-other things remaining unchanged-raises
nonoil commodity
prices by 2 percent in real terms (Gilbert 1990).Ups
and downs in industrial country production have
important consequences for commodity exporters,
particularly exporters of metals and agricultural raw
materials. Forfood and beverages, however, demand
is relatively stable, but the vagaries of the weather
lead to variations in supply and unstable prices.4 For
example, a significant proportion of the price variability in the international market for vegetable oil
arises from the effects of weather on the U.S. soybean
crop or the effects of policy on U.S. stockpiles.
Measures of commodity price instability show sig-

Table 2.4 Sub-SaharanAfrica's share in world
exports of selected commodities, selected years,
1969-89
(percent)
Commodity
Cocoa

Coffee
Tea
Sugar

Groundnut oil
Palm oil
Cotton

Tobacco

1969-71
59.7
29.9
14.8
5.8
62.0
18.9

19.2
4.9

1987-89
37.2
20.3
21.0
5.6

22.6
2.9

23.9
2.8

15.5
8.2

10.2
11.6

since the 1960s; and for coffee, copra, cotton, maize,
12.5
13.1smete16sanfocofecpr,otn,az,

Source. World Bankdata.

1979-81
43.9

nificant differences among commodities. The instabilty index used in Figure 2.4, for example, shows
that the index for the least stable price (sugar) is more
than eleven times that for the most stable (oranges).
Moreover, for five of the seven metals shown in
Figure 2.4, price instability indices are above the

25.5

median.

Has price instability increased over time? The evidence on agricultural commodities suggests that the

answer is a qualified "yes" (Table 2.5). For bananas,
coconut oil, groundnut oil, and palm oil, price instability appears to have increased unambiguously
tea, and wheat, price instability was higher in the
1970sand 1980s than it was in the 1950s and 1960s.

For cocoa,
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rice,rubber, and sugar, however, the evi-

Price instability is a fact of lifefor commodity
exporters and importers

Table 2.5 Variability of world prices for selected
agricultural commodities, 195G-89

Figure 2.4 Price instability of selected primary
conunodities, 1980-89
Sugar
Coconutoil

Commodity

Bananas
Cocoa
Coconutoil
Coffee

1950-59 1960-69 1970-79 1980-89
2.2
3.0
3.3
3.4

8.7
5.2

CJpurtae
Nickel
Tea
Pahnoil
Groundnutoil
Soybeanoil

Tin
Petroleum
Coffee
Copper
Cocoa

Rice

3.0
4.0

9.7
13.3
11.7
14.4

7.2
15.9

7.4
14.3
Cotton
4.0
1.5
6.7
5.9
Groundnut oil
3.9
3.1
7.8
10.3
Maize
2.0
3.3
7.5
7.1
Palm oil
4.3
4.6
8.4
10.5
Rice
11.4
3.4
14.9
7.2
Rubber
9.1
4.3
6.3
4.3
Sugar
7.8
21.7
25.4
20.4
Tea
6.2
2.2
6.9
10.7
Wheat
1.7
1.6
12.0
4.4
Noter Datapresentedin this tableare derivedfromthe following
Copra

6.3
6.4

7.5
3.8

instabilityindex:

Maize

Sorghum
Cottone
Soybean
Wheat
Soybeanmeal
Rubber
Groundnutmeal

n-2
wheren is the numberof observationsand x*is the trendforecast
valueof x. Thesameindexis usedas thebasisforFigure2A.
Source-.WorldBankdata.
as coffee, cocoa, rubber, sugar, and tin, they have

Phosphate
mck

operated through a variety of instruments, including

Bananas

Ironore

Tobacco
Beef
Oranges
5

10
15
Instabilityindex a

20

a. See footnote to Table 2.5.
Source: World Bank data.

quotas on production, consumption, exports, and
imports, as well as buffer stocks and funds. Such
schemes have suffered from two types of shortcomings. First, prices or price bands have not been adjustedtoensurelong-runequilibriumindemandand
supply. It has proved extremely difficult to set appropriate prices and to adjust them regularly to changing market conditions. Second, the inability to
reconcile the different interests of the countries in-

dence is mixed. But regression analysis of ten-year
movingcoefficientsofvariationshowsthatthetrend
of instability has been positive for all these crops
except cotton and rubber.5
The evidence of greater commodity price variability and steadily declining relative commodity prices
suggests that primary commodity producers, especiaily if they are poor and indebted, face serious
problems. Industrial countries manage such commodity price swings using instruments unavailable
in most developing countries, such as, domestic
credit markets, storage facilities, or insurance.
Developing countries have tried to manage commodity price risk through measures to stabilize international prices or domestic producer prices.
International price stabilization agreements have not
proved very successful. Covering commodities such

volved has led to evasion of rules, smuggling, freeriding, and myriad other problems. Both
shortcomings have contributed to the virtual demise
of these agreements in recent years.
Several countries have attempted to buffer domestic producer prices for primary commodities from
the volatility in international prices. These schemes
take various forms depending on whether the commodity is an export or an import, whether it is storable or not, whether the country's share in the world
market is large or small, and whether the objective is
to stabilize prices for consumers or producers.
Among the mechanisms used are buffer stocks or
funds, variable rate tariffs, subsidies, price bands,
quantitycontrols,andmarketingboards.Thesuccess
of domestic price stabilization schemes depends on
forecasting long-run prices accurately, insulating the
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scheme from the government budget, and sterilizing
any impact from the scheme on the national economy. Also, the scheme must have compatible goals.
On most counts, the record has been poor. Since
commodity prices are essentially random variables,
it is not surprising that efforts to set prices or price
bands consistent with world prices have met with
little success. And such schemes have frequently
mutated gradually into vehicles for taxing producers
or for providing budgetary subsidies. In the end,
many of these schemes have failed because of the
complexity of the task or the absence of clear, compatible goals.
Recent innovations in financial market instruments, a third mechanism for managing commodity
risk, show greater promise than the other two but
have been little used in developing countries. Instruments such as commodity swaps, complementing
commodities futures and options, can offer opportunities to hedge long-term commodity risks. Such into
struments
can add a new dimension
well-designed domestic buffer or price stabilization
schemes by helping distribute the risk to the international financial system. Their use, however, has been
limited by anxieties about the credit risk involved in
transactions with the exporting countries.
Finally, the expansion of local processing capacity
in several developing countries has tended to reduce
the instability of their export earnings. In the case of
agricultural raw materials, as well as ores, minerals,
and metals, prices for final stage processed commodities not only rose faster than prices for unprocessed
commodities, but they were also more stable (Figure
2.5;Yeats 1991).But countries considering reforms in
trade and regulatory policies to expand domestic
processing capacity need also to contend with biases
in the structure of protection in industrial countries.
The structure of tariffs and the coverage of nontariff
barriers in industrial countries reflect a clear tilt
against processed commodities (Figure 2.6).

the 1980s can be traced to these shocks and to the
policy responses they provoked.
Many studies have analyzed the policy responses
of developing economies to trade shocks in the
1970s.6 All concluded that although economies with
relatively liberal trade policies experienced the largest terms of trade shocks, these economies were also
the fastest to adjust and resume growth. Countries
that failed to introduce domestic or external adjustment policies, relying instead on additional external
financing, eventually labored under heavy debt burdens to the detriment of growth in the 1980s.Broadly
speaking, successful adjusters such as Chile, Korea,
and Thailand limited foreign borrowing, quickly reestablished macroeconomic balance, and instituted
structural reforms designed to improve the competitiveness and flexibility of their economies. Among
countries that experienced a positive terms of trade
shock, Indonesia presents a good example of successful adjustment. It managed its financial surpluses
cautiouslyandmaintained competitivenessthrough
appropriate macroeconomic policies. It also initiated
structural reforms to diversify its economic base and
improve the responsiveness of its economic system.
Other countries pursued just the opposite set of
policies. Argentina, Cote d'Ivoire, and the Philippines ran up substantial budget and balance of payments deficits that they financed through external
borrowing. They alsodelayed structural reforms and
-

Pricesof final stagecommoditieswere morestable
of unprocessedcommodities
Phosethan
Figure2.5 Price stability of selected final stage
and unprocessed commodities, 1965-87
100
x 0.80

Commodity price shocks and adjustment
responses
While a limited set of measures or instruments is
adequate for dealing with the variability of commodity prices, large commodity price shocks constitute a
more serious type problem. The 1970s, a period of
major commodity price shocks, provide a rich history from which to draw lessons. Not only did the
price of petroleum increase eight-fold in real terms
over the decade, but the prices of food, timber, and a
variety of other commodities departed significantly
from their
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Industrialcountriesimposehighertariffson processedcommodities
Figure2.6 Average tariffs in industrialcountries for selected primaryand processed commodities
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attempted to resolve their macroeconomic problems
through restrictive trade and pricing policies. Some
countries failed to prudently manage an improvement in their terms of trade. Mexico, Nigeria, and
Venezuela, for example, translated financial surpluses that accrued from positive changes in terms
of trade into heavy public spending and leveraged
future income streams with large-scale foreign borrowing. The resulting overvaluation of their currencies combined with poor structural policies poorly
equipped them to deal with the economic downturn
in the early 1980s.
Conclusion
Thevolatilityanddeclineinrealprimarycommodity
prices, especially during the last decade, have posed
serious problems for low-income primary producers. Attempts to stabilize international or domestic
producer prices have met with little success. And
while new financial instruments designed to hedge
commodity price risks hold promise, many developing countries are considered an unacceptable credit
risk for commercial financing and so have been unable to use them.

Domestic policies have also had an important role
to play. As the experience of several African countries during the 1970s demonstrated, inappropriate
policies can lead to lost market share and increased
dependence on a few primary commodity exports.
At the same time, policies in industrial countries
have tended to accentuate the difficulties of primary
goods-producing countries. Nevertheless, primary
commodity exporters that expanded efficient local
processing capacity benefited from the more stable
prices for processed commodities. Finally, the evidence suggests that in dealing with large commodity
price shocks, countries with relatively open trade
policies adjusted faster and resumed growth more
quicldy than countries with high trade barriers that
hindered the transmittal of new price signals to the
domestic economy.
Notes
1. Relatedenergy products include such products as
natural gas, petroleum coke, liquefiednatural gas, and
nongasliquids.
2. The countrieswhere the three leadingcommodity
exports account for less than half of total exports are
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Djibouti,Gambia,Morocco,SouthAfrica,Tunisia,Western
Sahara, and Zimbabwe (U.N. 1990).
3. Agricultural materials consistof such commodities as
wood, rubber, leather, siLk,jute, wool, cotton, flax, hemp,
and ramnie.
4. Variable levies applied by industrial countries tend
also to contribute to commodity price instability by transferring the adjustment burden to suppliers.
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5. A linear regression analysis testing for a time trend
in ten-year moving coefficients of variation in prices for
1949-87 for all the commodities shown in Table 2.6 yield
coefficients that are significantly above zero at a 95 percent
confidence level using a two-tailed test. See Hazell,
Jaramillo, and Williamson (1989).
6. See in particular Balassa (1981), Balassa and McCarthy (1984),Mitra (1986aand 1986b),and Lal and Wolf
(1986).

Global economic performance:
The current situation and main
contingencies for the 1990s

The first two chapters focused on the increased interdependence of markets and economies. The discussion highlighted the importance of international
trade, finance, and investment as forces shaping the
international economic environment, presenting
both challenges and opportunities to developing
countries. This chapter examines how these forces
can be expected to evolve during the 1990s and assesses their implications for developing countries
and the world economy. It also provides the foundations for the alternative scenarios of future developments that are presented in Chapter 4.
But any discussion of the contingencies likely to
affect global economic performance in the future
needs to begin by mapping the initial conditions and
surveying the current status of the global economy.
This is done in the first section; the next section then
examines the main contingencies expected to influence global economic performance in the 1990s.
The currentsituation
Two years ago, in 1989,the world economy was in
the midst of its longest peacetime expansion of the
last four decades-inflation was under control, the
debt crisis was being weathered, and the end of the
cold war was in sight. The collapse of dirigisteregimes in Eastern Europe and the march toward a
single market in Western Europe held the promise of
new investment opportunities and a rejuvenation of
international trade. And policy actions in the major
industrial countries were correcting the large trade
and budget imbalances that had characterized much
of the 1980s.
But two years can be a long time. Today, rising
uncertainties from different, yet related, directions
portend difficulties to come. The latest uncertaintythe crisis in the Gulf-proved to be short-lived. But
numerous other problems also surfaced in the past
two years, before the Gulf crisis overshadowed them:
the slowdown in the U.S. economy, problems in the

U.S. and Japanese financial systems, the mounting
costs of resource transfers from western to eastern
Germany, the difficulties in reforming the economic
policies of Eastern Europe, the rapid deterioration of
the Soviet economy, disappointing progress in the
Uruguay Round, and a slowdown in the growth rate
of developing countries.
Individually, none of these dark economic clouds
would be sufficient to dampen the short-term prospects for the world economy. But together they present compelling evidence that the world economy is
in for a turbulent period in the short term.
Industrialcountnies
The deterioration in the global economy that started
in 1989continued into 1990.Growth of world output
fell to about 2.1 percent in 1990, down from 3.3
percent in 1989.A big factor was the further slowdown in the GDPgrowth of industrial countries, from
3.3 percent in 1989to an estimated 2.6percent in 1990
(Figure 3.1). Much of this slowdown reflected a continued decline in the growth rates of the United
States, Canada, and the United Kingdom (Table3.1).
The deceleration in the U.S. economy, brought on by
anti-inflationary monetary policies in late 1989and
early 1990,was exacerbated by a large fiscal deficit
and the fragile condition of the financial system. But
just when it seemed that the United States was heading for a soft landing, the sharp increase in the price
of oil following the invasion of Kuwait tipped the
economy into recession.1
Fortunately for the global economy-and unusual
by the standards of the past-Japan and Germany
were not at the same point in their economic cycles
as the United States, the United Kingdom, or Canada.
While these three economies were slowing in 1990,
Japan and Germany continued to grow strongly. In
Japan, this was due to vigorous private sector investment; in Germany, it was the result of increased
government spending as a result of unification. The
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strength of the German and Japanese economies prevented a more rapid spread of recessionaryimpulses
to the rest of the world economy.
To revive the U.S. economy, the Federal Reserve
Board eased its monetary stance in the second half of
1990 and the first half of 1991,and lowered interest
rates. In Japan and Germany, the trend was in the
opposite direction, as tight monetary policies raised
short-term rates. The initial result was a depreciation
of the U.S. dollar against the German mark and the
Japanese yen during most of 1990.This depreciation
of the dollar, together with higher oil prices and less
restrictive monetary policy, kept U.S. inflation at 4.1
percent. In the first few months of 1991,however, the
dollar appreciated against the German mark, helping
to further reduce the U.S. inflation rate. In Japan,
tight factor market conditions meant that inflation
remained at 1.9 percent, even though the Bank of
Japan maintained its restrictive monetary stance. In
Germany,

the consumer

Table 3.1 Key indicators of recent economic
performancein industrial countries,1987-90
(annual
percentage
change,
except
where
otherwise
stated)
Indicator
1987 1988 1989 1990
Outputandemployment
RealGDP
3.3
4.5
3.3
2.6
RealGNPper
2.7
3.8
2.6
2.1
capita
Employment
1.8
2.0
1.8
1.3
7.5

6.9

6.4

6.2

rate

Terms__of_trade

7.1
0.9

3.3
0.1
-2.7
8.1

4.3
2.0
-2.4
9.3

5.0
2.2
-2.5
8.4

8.9
9.1
1.4

6.8
7.6
-0.2

5.9
6.0
-0.2

__0_9_1_4

___0_2 __0_2

a. Averages of national unemployment rates weighted by labor
force and expressed as a percentage of total labor force.
b. Basedon the consumer price index.
c. As a percentage of GNP.
d. Londoninterbankofferedrateonsix-monthU.S.dollardeposits.
Source:World Bank and mF data.
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the major currencies. And circumstances will probably get worse in 1991before they get better in 1992.
Growth in the G-7 is expected to decline further in
1991to 1.4percent, held back by virtually no growth
in the United States, the United Kingdom, and Canada (Table 3.2). But the U.S. recession is expected to
be short, and growth is expected to resume by the
second half of 1991.Slimmer inventories and declining oil prices are likely to raise domestic demand.
Moreover, by 1992the effect of easier monetary policy is expected

to restore momentum

to the economy.

Japan and Germany, despite their inherent strength,

Monetaryandfiscal
Inflationb
3.0
Unit labor costs
0.1
G-7 fiscalbalancec -3.3
Six-month LiBoRd 7.3
Trade
Export volume
5.1
Import volume
Terms of trade

Figure3.1 GDP growth rates of major industrial
countries, 1977-90

price index grew more

slowly than the GDP deflator, signaling higher inflation in the year ahead (Figure 3.2).
A diagnosis of theoverallhealth of the industrial
world in 1991 reveals some troubling signs: lower
growth, symptoms of financial stress in the United
States and Japan, continued fiscal imbalances in the
G-3,and sharp changes in real exchange rates among

Unemployment

Growthin the majorindustrialcountriesdipped
in thepast two years,exceptfor Japanand Germany...

are not immune from the influence of a slowly growing U.S. economy in 1991. Their growth rates, albeit
high by the standards of other industrial countries,
are nevertheless expected to decline substantially in
1991 before reviving in 1992.
Developing countries
GDP growth in developing

countries fell from 2.9
percent in 1989 to 2.3 percent in 1990, their poorest
performance since the depths of the last world recession in 1982 (Table 3.3). But this aggregate statistic
presents a mnisleading picture of the state of the developing world. In fact, economic performance in
several developing regions improved in 1990. East

and inflationhas begunto edgeupwards
...

trade fell 5.3 percent. In India, the decline was less
(2.2percent), but serious enough to slow growth and
warrant immediate stabilization measures. In Eastem Europe, the increase in the price of oil accounted
for most of the sharp decline of 6.6 percent. But in
East Asia, the terms of trade remained fairly stable.

Figure3.2 Inflation in G-7countries, 1977-90

12

,

10

In the next two years, growth in developing countries is likelyto quicken as the unusual circumstances
of 1990recede. The economies of Eastem Europe are
expected to contract less in 1991 than they did in
1990. Poland may register positive growth in 1991
and beyond, mostly as a result of far-reaching reforms, but also because of significant debt relief. In
the other Eastem European economies, however,
market-oriented reforms are less entrenched, and
GDPwill probably continue to decline in 1991.Brazil's
stabilization and structural reform policies, introduced in 1990,are expected to arrest the economy's
further slide. The remaining developing countries
are in aggregate expected to grow at much the same
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pace as in the recent past (Table 3.4).

Severalcountriesembarkedon majorreformpro-

grams in 1989and 1990,especially in Latin America
Source:WorldBankand IMa data.

Asia led the world, raising its growth rate from 5.5
percent in 1989to 6.7 percent in 1990.Latin America
(excluding Brazil)rebounded from -0.2 percent to 2.0
percent, and the Middle East and North Africa improved from 2.6 percent to 3.2 percent. But these
gains were overshadowed by large declines in Brazil,
Eastern Europe, and Eastern and Southern Africa.In
Brazil, a stabilization program coincided with a
sharp fall in the terms of trade, and GDP growth fell
by almost eight percentage points-from 3.6 percent
in 1989 to -4.3 percent in 1990. In Eastern Europe,
rapid and fundamental economicreforms dislocated
production, and GDP growth plummeted from 0.5
percent in 1989to-9.1 percentin 1990.And inEastern

and SouthernAfrica,drought and civilwar slowed
growthfrom 4.5percent to 0.8percent.
The economic performance of most developing
countries during 1990 was colored by the sharp increase in the price of oil. The terms of trade moved
against developing countries as a whole by 0.2 percent; in 1989,they had registered a gain of 1.9percent.
Sub-Saharan Africa (excluding Nigeria) suffered the
worst decline. Nonoil commodity prices fell sharply
in the second half of 1990,hurting export revenues.
For Eastern and Southern Africa, the terms of trade
plunged almost 14 percent; in Western Africa, oil
exports held the fall to only 1.8 percent. Experience
in other regions was mixed. In Brazil, the terms of

and Sub-SaharanAfica, and thesearelikely to begin
bearing fruit in 1991.These reform programs have
attracted additional funding from official sources.
Net long-term lending to Latin America from official
and private sources climbed from $0.6billion in 1989
to $7.9 billion in 1990. In addition, debt and debt
service reduction operations induced a notable increaseinforeigndirectinvestment,whichisexpected
to raise efficiency and contribute to higher growth.
For Sub-Saharan Africa, the Special Program of Assistance (SPA) has been successful in mobilizing additional external resources in support of adjusting

Table 3.2 Growth and inflation in the G-7
countries,1989-92
(annualpercentage
change)
1989
Indicator
Realgrowth in GNP

Germany
Japan
UnitedStates
G-7total

1990

1991

1992

3.8
4.7
2.5

4.5
5.6
1.0

2.8
3.7
0.0

3A
3.9
2.3

3.3

2.6

1.4

2.8

3.5
1.9
4.1
3.7

4.2
2.3
4.8
4.0

3.1
1.6
3.1
2.9

GNP deflators

2.6
Germany
1.9
Japan
4.1
UnitedStates
3.8
G-7total
Source WorldBankdata.
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Table 3.3 Key indicators of recent economic performance in developing countries, 1987-90
(averageannualpercentagechange,exceptwhereotherwisestated)

Indicatorand economies
Output
Real GDP
Sub-Saharan Africa
East Asia
South Asia
Europe, MiddleEast, and North Africa
Latin Americab
Real GDP per capita

1987

1988

1989

1990

3.8
0.2
8.9
4.3
1.2
3.1
1.7

4.3
2.9
9.7
8.2
2.1
0.5
2.2

2.9
2.9
5.5
4.5
1.5
1.3
0.8

2.3a
1.5
6.7
4.2

16.4
7.6
-5.2

17.3
8.7
-4.6

15.0
8.7
-4.5

13.0
10.0
-3.5

9.2
-0.3
10.0
5.1
2.4
21.1
0.6

9.9
11.1
9.8
9.4
-0.4
-23.3
1.6

6.2
10.7
5.8
9.6
1.9
18.3
1.0

6.7
9.2
6.1
5.9
-0.2
25.0
-1.3

46.1
32.2
-16.8

60.9
36.3
-9.5

63.3
36.6
-1.0

71.0
46.9
9.3

-0.8a

-0.7
0.3

Monetary andfiscal

Broad moneyc
Inflationd
Fiscalbalancee
Trade

Export volume
Oil exporters
Others
Import volume
Terms of trade
Oil exporters
Others
Financial (billions of U.S. dollars)

Aggregate net resource flows (ong-term)
Officialdevelopment finance
Aggregate net transfer
EstimateexcludesIranand Iraq.
Indudes the Caribbean.
Medianestimates.
Medianestimatesofthe consumerpriceindex.
Medianestimatesas a percentageof GDP.
Source. WorldBankdata and IMF(1990).
a.

b.
c.
d.
e.

countries. The region now receives about 30 percent
of al net flows of official development assistance.
Such support is expected to contribute to some recovery in output in the short term, but not enough to
reverse the continued decline in per capita incomes.
Growth is projected to be about 2.3 percent in 1991,
almost a full percentage point less than the population growth rate for the region.
Although Asia will remain the fastest growing
developing region, the outlook for 1991 and 1992 is
more sober than in recent years. China is an exception. After two relatively slow years, growth is expected to accelerate under the benign influence of a
gradual reform program. But the rest of East Asia is
likely to feel the effects of trade barriers and slow
growth in their principal export markets. For these
countries, the strong growth performance of 1986-90
is unlikely to be repeated. South Asia is expected to
maintain much the same momentum as in 1989-90,
although there is a significant downside risk caused
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by political turmoil and uncertainties about the pace
of reform.
Main contingencies for the 1990s
Global economic prospects over the next few years
look difficult. The pressure points will be the extent,
depth, and duration of the U.S. recession; the ability
of Eastern Europe to maintain the momentum of its
reforms; and the stability of the international financial system. For developing countries, the short-term
outlook indicates steady growth in Asia, some recovery in North and Sub-Saharan Africa, and improved
prospects in Latin America. In many of these countries, particularly those in Latin America and SubSaharan Africa, a key question is the ability of
governments to implement structural reforms even
as the global economy enters a turbulent phase.
In the longer term, more fundamental forces are
likely to reassert themselves in defining global eco-

nomic prospects. Some of these were discussed in a
historical context in Chapters 1 and 2-international
trade, finance, investment, and technological change.
In this section, we examine what islikely to influence
their evolution and what that may mean for developing countries. The focus is on trade and finance,
issues of central interest to developing countries. But
some attention is also given to the future direction of
world energy markets because, as recent events have
shown, instability in energy markets imposes large
adjustment costs on economies and has repercussions on world economic stability.
The prospectsfor worldtrade
The long-term growth prospects of both industrial
and developing countries will depend heavily on
developments in the world trading environment.
The final outcome of the Uruguay Round of multilateral trade negotiations-the most complex and farreaching attempt ever made to liberalize
trade-remains uncertain. Progress has been made
in some areas, but issues central to the success of the
round remain unresolved. The most important of
these concern agriculture, services, textilesand dothing, trade-related intellectual property rights, traderelated investment measures, the functioning of the
GATrsystem, and safeguards.
The outcome of the Uruguay Round is critical to
the future of the multilateral trading system and the
welfare of the world community. A successful condusion will mean a substantial reduction in the use
of nontariff barriers to trade, in both industrial and
developing countries. As noted in Chapter 1, nontariff barriers affected 16percent of imports of industrial countries in 1986 and 28 percent of imports of
developing countries in 1987.

Removing these barriers to trade will have a significant impact on growth, employment, and welfare. For example, studies show that the texties and
dothing sector in OECD countries is one of the most
highly protected.2 In 1985,OECD imports of textiles
and dothing were approximately $29.5billion, most
of it from developing countries. According to one
simulation study, removing tariffs and nontariff barriers could increase developing country exports to
the main OECDmarkets by 82 percent for textiles and
93 percent for dothing. Similarly, the uN Conference
on Trade and Development (UNCrAD)estimates that
complete trade liberalization could boost developing
country exports of dothing by 135 percent and textiles by 78 percent. Another simulation study condudes that if OECD countries reduced agricultural
protection by 50 percent, agricultural export revenues of developing countries could rise between 2
percent and 40 percent (Figure 3.3;Valdes and Zeitz
1980,as cited in Laird and Yeats, 1990).
Recent studies also suggest that nontariff barriers
in industrial countries have slowed resolution of the
debt crisis. For example, more than 40 percent of the
exports (by value) of the highly indebted countries
confront nontariff barriers in industrial country markets. These barriers constrain export opportunities
and the capacity of heavily indebted countries to
service their external debt. Simulations show that
trade liberalization in the United States, the EC, and
Japan would increase the present value of export
earnings of heavily indebted countries by an amount
equivalent to half of their debt, significantly improving the creditworthiness of these countries (Laird
and Yeats 1987).
Furthermore, empirical estimates indicate that the
static gains from trade liberalization vary from less
than 1 percent to as high as 6 percent of GDP.When

Table 3.4 Growth in developing countries,1989-92
(averageannualpercentagechange)
GDP percapita

GDP

Region

1989
2.9

1990
2.3

1991
3.1

Sub-SaharanAfrica
EastAsia

2.9

1.5

5.5

6.7

South Asia

4.5

Europe,MiddleEast,
and North Africa
LatinAmerica

1.5
1.3

Alldevelopingcountries

2.3

1992
4.3
3.0

1989
0.8
-0.3

1990
0.3

1991
1.1

1992
2.3

5.7

6.2

3.6

-1.7

5.0

-0.9

4.2

-0.1

4.7

4.2

4.0

4.5

2.2

2.0

1.8

2.4

-0.8
-0.7

1.6
1.1

3.5
2.8

0.0
-0.7

-2.6
-2.6

-0.2
-0.8

1.6
0.9

Note: Estimatesand projectionsfor 1990-92excludeIran and Iraq.
Source World Bankdata.
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Tradeliberalizationin OECDcountriescouldyield significantbenefitsto developingcountries
Figure 3.3 Potential increases in agricultural exports of selected developing countries from reducirng
trade barriers in OECD counties
Sub-Saharan Africa
17.1

Mozambique
Mali
Madagascar
Zambia
Niger
Senegal
Malawi
Kenya
Tanzania
Cameroon
Ghana
Zaire
Cote d'lvoire
Nigeria
Angola
Uganda
Rwanda
Guinea
Burkina Faso

10.0
8
8.2
7.7
7.1
6.3

5.9
5.8
4.6
4.
4.3
4.2
3.9
3.9
1
2
1

Asia
Korea
India
Hong Kong
Philippines
Thailand
Malaysia
Indonesia
Bangladesh
Palistan
Sri Lanka
Myanmar
NepalIZ
North Africa/Middle East
Afghanistan
Algeria
Turkey
Tunisia
Egypt
Morocco
Iraq
Yemen
Sudan
Iran

6.4
1
5.3
_
_
_3.

4
4.1

32.8
23.1
22
17.6
12.
10.
_
_

5.
3.
40.1

.

177
8
1

1

.
8.5
6

5.8
5.8
0
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16.2
10.7

28.6

Latin America
Chile
Bolivia
Argentina
Mexico
Peru
Brazil
Doninican Republic
Colombia
Haiti
Guatemala
Venezuela
Ecuador
El Salvador

Source: Laird and Yeats (1990).
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Table 3.5 Long-term real interest rates in selected industrial countries, for selected years, 1890-1989
(percent)

Country
France
Germany, Fed. Rep.
Italy
Japan
Urnted Kingdom
UnitedStates

1890-99
3.6a

1900-13
2.Oa

-

-

-

-

2.6
4.5C

1955-59
0.3
3.9
4.0
1.3
0.8

2.0 b

1.7c

1960-73
1.4
2.7
1.5
0.5
2.5
1.5

1974-79
-0.9
2.8
-3.7
-0.2
-2.1
0.3

1980-84
3.1
4.8
1.9
5.7
2.7
5.4

1985-89
5.1
4.0
3.6
3.9
4.1
5.4

Note Long-termreal interestratesare calculatedby dividinglong-termgovernmentbondyieldsbythe GDPdeflator.

a. Governmentstock.
b. Consols.
c. NewEnglandmunicipalbonds.
Source. WorldBankdata.

the dynamic effects are also considered, these gains
tend to be even larger. These dynamic effects could
include economies of scale, higher investment and
saving, improvements in innovation and technical
change, and increased speed in dissemination of
technical and economic information. As technological improvements in telecommunications, computerization, and transport systems spread, the
economicadvantages derived from trade will tend to
increase. And this process, in turn, will increase the
efficiency gains and per capita incomes of developing countries.

Realinterestrateshaveshown
an upwardtrend since 1950
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If high real interest rates persist through the 1990s,
they would make more difficult a return to steady
and rapid growth in developing countries. In the two
decades before World War I, real interest rates were
seldom higher than 3 percent. In the prosperous
1950sand 1960s,real longterm rates stood at some 1
to 1.5percent and short-term rates were even lower.
But since the mid-1970s,real interest rates have hovered between 4 and 5 percent, and they appear set to
remain at these levels or to climb even higher during
the next decade (Table3.5 and Figure 3.4).
But do real interest rates matter for growth? Recent
research using data for the period 1970-90 suggests
that they do for developing countries but almost
certainly do not for industrial countries (Shafik and
Jalali 1990).In the case of developing countries, the
reasons are not hard to find. Several developing
countries borrowed heavily at variable rates during
the 1970s and early 1980s (Figure 3.5). Higher real
interest rates increase external debt service payments
and lower the amount of foreign exchange available
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for imports of capital goods, thereby depressing levels of investment and growth. Every one percentage
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deficit. And if that increase in real LIBOR
were sustained over ten years, the average growth rate of
developing countries could be reduced by about 0.2
percentage point a year (see Box4.3 in Chapter 4).
The relationship between real interest rates and
growth in industrial countries is more complex. High

real interest rates may reflect buoyant investment
demand spurred by expectations of high rates of
profit and opportunities for growth. In the 1980s, for
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Many developingcountriescontractedlargedebts
at variableinterestratesin the early 1980s
Figure 3.5 Variableratedebt as a share of GDP
for selected countries,1988

tively rapid growth have been able to coexist in
recent years.
Corroborative evidence suggests that the productivity of capital did indeed rise in industrial countries. The rate of return in the business sector in the
late 1980swas well above the depressed levels of the
early part of the decade, and even above the levels in
the 1970s(Table 3.6).

74.3

Congo

New and continuingclaimson worldresources

Ecuador
Chile

47.8

Pannam

44.2

Argentina

42.3

Nicaragua
Nigeria
Mexico

42.0
.1
369

There is a significant probability that real interest
rates will remain relatively high in the 1990sbecause

C.te dIvoire

Venezuela
Costa Rica

367
35.5
32.8

Morocco

31.8
309
28.5

Hungary
Poland
Jamaica
Uruguay

26.6

Philippines

25.9

Bolivia

23.4

Guyana
Malaysia
DominicanRepublic

23.3
22.5
21.9
20

40

60

80

of several new or continuing claims on the world's
resources that will maintain upward pressure on
interest rates. Among these are the costs of German
unification, the continuing claims of the U.S. budget
deficit, the need to strengthen the capital base of U.S.
and Japanese banks, the social and physical infrastructure needs of Eastern Europe, the post-war reconstruction of Kuwait and Iraq, and the creation of
a single internal market in Europe by 1992.Only the
first three of these are examined below to provide a
brief glimpse of the issues involved.
The unionof the two Germanyswill have both shortand medium-term consequences for interest rates.
Estimates show that per capita incomes in the German Democratic Republic were between 35 percent
and 40 percent of those in the Federal Republic of
Germany.3 To raise per capita incomes and productivity in eastern Germany to the levels that prevail in
western Germany will require large investments in
physical equipment, infrastructure, training, and social services. In the interim, transfers of current
resources will also be required to pay for unemployment support, pensions, and basic services provided

instance, high real interest rates did not prevent selected episodes of rapid growth. It is true that these
episodes coincided with some special event-recovery from recession, major tax cuts, booming stock
markets. But more generally, there is little evidence
to suggest that high real interest rates have adversely
affected growth in industrial countries.
High real interest rates during the 1980s can be
better explained by investment demand rising faster
than the (ex ante) supply of savings (see Box3.1).The
strength of stock markets in the OECD countries
through most of the 1980sprovides compelling supportive evidence (Figure 3.6). Had high interest rates
been caused primarily by a fall in savings, equity
prices would have been expected to decline. And this
may explain why high real interest rates and rela-
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by regional and local governments.
The eventual implications of these developments
for the budget remain uncertain. The general government deficit in the Federal Republic of Germany is
estimated at 2.1 percent of GNP in 1990 (compared to
a small surplus in 1989)4and is expected to be 4.2
percent of GNP for unified Germany in 1991 (RMF,
1991).These financing needs will need to be met by
mobilizing resources from domestic and international financial markets.
More important, the sudden jump in German investment will raise world demand for capital resources relative to global saving and will manifest
itself in Germany as a declining current account balance and upward pressure on interest rates. Some of
this pressure on interest rates will inevitably spill
over into other industrial countries as capital flows
into Germany in response to the higher rates, with

Box 3.1 Trends in savings rates of industrial countries
The upward pressureon real interestrates can be explained in part by a slowrecoveryof savingsrates in
industrialcountries.Bothgovernmentsandthe private
sectorseemto havebeenresponsible.Governments,in
particular,moved from near-balancein the 1960sto
significantoveralldeficitsin the early1980s.Butsuch
deficits declined during the 1980s:the U.S. federal
deficitfellfromits 1982-83peakof 5 percentofGNPto
about 3 percentby 1989-9 and, more important,the
generalgovermnentdeficitofthe oEcDarea as a whole
fell from more than 4 percentto barely1 percentover
the sameperiod.
Privatesavingas a ratioto GDPhas now returned to
the low level of the 1960s.Demographicand social
factorsmaybe responsible.ThepopulationoftheoEcD
is increasinglyelderly, while that of the developing
world is increasinglyyoung.Both groups tend to be
smallsavers.Anotherreasonmayhave beendecelerating inflation.The high inflationof the 1970sforced
householdsto save and restorethe real valueof many
oftheirimperfectlyindexedassets.Financialderegulation may also have reduced private savings rates in
someareasby increasingthearray ofborrowingpossibilitiesfor previouslyrationedhouseholdsand businesses.
Somefactorscould makeforstabilityor evenhigher
savings rates in the future. For example,the fall in

personalsavingassociatedwith largeincreasesinasset
values are unlikely to be repeated and may even be
reversed. In addition, continuinghigh real interest
rates and growth ratesare hLkely
to stimulatesavings.
But the inexorableshift of demographicforcescould
affectsavingsin a contrarydirection.Recentresearch
indicatesthat a one percentagepoint increasein the
dependencyratioais estimatedto increaseconsumption by 0.16percentin the shortrun and 1.4percentin
the longrun. Theoveralldependencyratiois expected
to rise significantlyin Japanand Germanyduringthe
1990s,remain stationaryin the UnitedKingdomand
France,and declinei the United Statesand Canada.
Onbalance,thiswouldprobablyresultinlowerprivate
savingsrates, with a shift in the distributionof private
savingsfromJapanand Germanyto the UnitedStates
and Canada.
As faras publicsavingsare concerned,however,the
mediumtermsuggestslittlechangeor perhapsa small
decline.Public savings in Germanyare expectedto
declineand renain low well into the latter half of the
1990s.Japan's publicsavingsare alsoexpectedto slide
as the governmentboosts domesticpublic spending,
and a rapidly aging labor force absorbs increasing
amountsof pubLiccurrentexpendituresforeducation,
medicalservics, and govermmentpensions.The outlookfor the U.S.budgetis especiallyuncertain.

a. The dependery ratio is defined as the number of nonworking dependents forevely member of the worldng laborforce

important consequences for the financing costs of
developing countries.
The U.S. budgetis likely to be a key factor influencing trends in international interest rates through its
effect on global savings. Successful reduction of the
U.S. budget deficit is thus of some concern to developing countries. The recent budget agreement in the
United States provides for a $482billion reduction in
budget deficits over five years. If the budget deficit
estimates of January 1991 are used as the baseline,
implementation of the cuts would reduce the deficit
from3 percent of GNPin 1990to 1.4percent by 1995.5
If the costs of deposit insurance are induded, the total
deficit is officially projected to fall from 4.1 percent
of GNP in 1990 to 0.8 percent in 1995.
These deficit projections are subject to considerable uncertainty, however, even if the budget agreement is carried out to the letter. For one thing, the
expenses of the Gulf war are not included in calculations of the deficit.6 But even more important is the
possibility of large government outlays to support
the Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation in the

event of widespread bank failures. A significant recession could raise the cost of deposit insurance considerably, and projections of total government
borrowing of $400 billion in such circumstances
would not be unreasonable. And a one percentage
point lower annual growth in the U.S. economy
could add $250 billion, or almost 33 percent, to the
cumulative deficit by 1995.
Problems in the financial systems of the United
States-andJapan-have
potentially significant consequences as well. Signs of weakness in the U.S.
banking system have been evident for some time.
The main private borrowing sectors in the U.S. economy-households and corporate nonfinancial businesses-borrowed
heavily during the 1980s in
relation to their income, making them vulnerable to
a slowdown in the economy. The ratio of credit market debt to the value added of the nonfinancial business sector soared after 1981,reaching a new peak in
1989 (Figure 3.7). Moreover, banks increasingly replaced their shrinking corporate lending business
with highly leveraged transactions. Many banks
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Industrialcountry sharepricesrosesharplyafter1980
Figure3.6 Industrial share price index in Japan,
the United Kingdom, and the United States,
1960-90
(in constantprices)
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were involved with leveraged buyouts (LBOs) at several levels-as senior lenders, mezzanine lenders,
and equity participants through LBOequity funds. As
a consequence, banks are less well protected against
loan nonpayments if their clients become bankrupt.
U.S. households similarly increased their leverage
during the 1980s.The ratio of net credit market debt
of households to personal income reached a historic
peak in 1988,though it declined marginally in 1989.
Two components of credit to households increased
in relative importance-mortgages and credit card
debt. In the 1980s, the ratio of mortgage debt to
personal income rose far above its historic trend; the
decline in real estate values in the United States,

especially in the northeast, is already posing problems for banks. Similarly, the credit card component
of consumer lending has always been particularly
risky, as the rising trend of personal bankruptcies
attests.
With its two main client sectors leveraged at relatively high levels, US. banks became vulnerable to a
rapid slowdown of the US. economy. While some
banks are already in difficulty, most will be able to
meet the capital requirements laid down by the Bank
for International Settlements. In the near future,
much will
depend
on how well
banks protectdefault.
themagainst
the possibility
of widespread
Net charge-off rates of U.S. commercial banks have
increased gradually in the last few years, but will
need to rise further to reflect the deteriorating situaThe financial situation of some Japanese banks
deteriorated in 1990,but the causes were altogether
different from those affecting U.S. banks. Financial
markets in Japan entered an uncertain phase with the
decline of the Nikkei index by over 46 percent in the
first three quarters of 1990. Unlike U.S. banks, Japanese banks hold substantial shares of corporate stock
(they own more than 40 percent of all Japanese corporate stocks) and can count 45 percent of the unrealized capital gains toward their capital base.
Estimates suggest that for Japan's city banks, the
market value of capital in 1989 exceeded the book
value by a factor of six (Kane, Unal, and DemirgueKunt 1991).The decline in Japanese stock prices altered this picture and seriously eroded the capital
base of banks. During the first quarter of 1990,while
the Nikkei 225 index declined by roughly 25 percent,
the market capitalization of individual city banks
declined by as much as 33 percent (Kane, Unal, and
Demirguc-Kunt 1991).
To enable banks to partly restore their capital,
Japanese financial authorties relaxed restrictions on
the issuance of subordinated debt. Japanese banks,

Table 3.6 Rate of return on nonresidential capital stock in majorindustrial economies, 1975-90
(profitincomeasa percentageof capitalstock)

Economyorgroupofeconomies
United States

1975-79
17.0

1980-87

16.8

1987
18.7

1988
19.3

1989
20.0

1990
19.8

Japan

14.9

14.5

15.0

15.2

15.2

14.9

Germany, Fed. Rep.
G-7

13.8
14.8

13.5
14.7

14.6
16.0

15.2
16.5

15.6
16.8

15.8
16.7

Note: The measure of return to capital is taken as the difference between value added at factor cost and compensation of employees (the
gross operating surplus of enterprises). The capital stock is adjusted for inflation and covers only assets induded in nonresidential gross
fixed capital formation and hence excludes dwelfings, inventories, monetary working capital, land, and natural resources.
Source: oECD (1990).
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While U.S. bankswerereducingtheirriskexposureabroad,they wereincreasingtheirexposureat home
Figure 3.7 International and domestic debt exposureof U.S. commercial banks, 1980-90 and 1949-89
UnitedStatescommercialbank claims
on the highlyindebted countries
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which reportedly lost more than $200billion from

their aggregate capital, started to issue subordinated
debt on a large scale and reduced their investments
in the United States by selling U.S. securities. If interest rates continue to rise in Japan and fall in the
United States, this trend could accelerate.
The financial problems of the U.S. and Japanese
banking systems appear to be receding, but the risks
of further deterioration remain. Banking systems in
the United Kingdom, Canada, and Australia are facing similar problems. Much will depend on the extent and duration of the slowdown in the U.S.
economy and expectations of growth in Japan as
reflected in stock prices. In turn, an unraveling in the
financial system could deepen the U.S. recession and
slow the Japanese economy.

In the meantime, both U.S. and Japanese banks are
cutting back their lending and applying stricter standards for borrowers. This will mean smaller levels of
lending even to creditworthy developing country
borrowers. In addition, as U.S. and Japanese banks
endeavor to restore their capital positions to meet the
deadlines set by the Basel accord, the incremental
demand for capital will apply upward pressure to
interest rates. It will also indirectly affect developing
countries, because slower domestic credit expansion
in industrial countries will inhibit investment and
affect longer-term growth prospects. A return to the
growth rates of the mid-1980s in the United States
and Japan will probably be postponed until the
health of their banking systemsis restored and domestic credit expansion can return to its earlier levels.
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The availabilityof externalcapital
to developingcountries
In addition to uncertainties about the international
trading environment and the cost of external finance,
developing countries have to confront uncertainty
about the availability of external finance. The inability of a sizable group of developing countries to
service the debts acquired immediately after the 1979
oil shock meant that commercial flows to developing
countries virtually dried up in the 1980s.In 1981,the
heyday of petrodollar recycling, net flows to developing countries from private creditors and commercial banks totalled $53billion.8 By 1989,net flows had
dwindled to $4 billion, and most of that was for
collateralizing guarantees and debt buybacks and
consequently was not available for purchasing imports (Figure 3.8). Arrears accumulated from next to
nothing in 1981to $79 billion by 1989.
Funds from official sources were equally scarce.
Flows of bilateral official development assistance
stagnated at around 0.3percent of developing coun-

try GDP. Net flows declined by half during the period,
although net flows from multilateral sources rose
from $7.8billion in 1980to almost $12billion in 1989.
The sharp decline in new money to developing
countries during the 1980s meant that net resource
transfers to developing countries, after deducting for
interest on existing debt, shifted from a positive $46
billion in 1981to a negative $17 billion in 1988.9This
downward trend was arrested in 1989,although net
transfers were still slightly negative. In 1990,aggregate net resource transfers are projected to turn positive once again and reach $8.8 billion, largely as a
result of substantial increases in bilateral and multilateral lending.
The availability of external finance for developing
countries in the medium term will remain difficult.
Net flows are projected to increase at 8.9 percent a
year on average in 1990-95, which is slightly slower
than the projected growth rate of export earnings in
developing countries (Table3.7). But because of the
larger debt stock of developing countries, relatively
high real interest rates, and rising remittances from

Aggregate net resourceflows began to increase after 1987

Figure 3.8 Aggregate net long-term resource flows to developing countries, 1980-90
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Table 3.7 Projectednet flows of long-term
external finance to developing countries,1989-95
(billions
ofU.S.dollars)

Typeofflow

1989

1990

Official
Grants
Loans
Multilateral
Bilateral
Blateral
Private
Grants
Loans
Foreigndirect
investment

34
18
16
12
6
6-2
32
4
4

49
20
29
17
10

24

Average
Average annual
level, growth,
1991-95 1990-95

28
4
2

60
25
35
21
12
2
45
5
10

14.2
7.6
42.0

22

30

10.3

2

Total______66____77___

53
5.6
5.0
7.4.
57
-

105____ 8.9___

Source Fernandez-Arias (1990).

profits on the growing stock of direct foreign investment, aggregate net transfers would be only slightly
positive by 1995.
A conservative estimate of some $117 billion in
aggregate net flows for 1995would support a current
account deficit in developing countries of about $70
billion, or 1.6 percent of GNP. The implications are
significant. Such low levels of external financial
flows immediately place a constraint on the level of
investment in developing countries and highlight
the importance of policies to encourage domestic
savings and attract flight capitaL Less investment
will mean slower growth. It will also mean a slower
pace of technical progress, as lower levels of external
financing will inevitably depress imports of capital
goods.
Aggregate net flows in the 1990s could revert to
their composition during the 1960s-with official
flows and foreign direct investment assuming
greater importance and private lending remaining
limited. Both bilateral and multilateral lending in the
first half of the decade are expected to grow ahead of
the GNP of industrial countries. Bilateral lending
would rise with Japan's increased role, and multilateral lending is likely to grow because of increases in
disbursements from the World Bank, the impact of
the newly created European Bank for Reconstruction
and Development, and the capital increases of the
Asian Development Bank and Inter-American Development Bank.10 However, much of this lending
will be predicated on continued efforts by develop-

ing countries to pursue policies that promote macroeconomic stability, increase creditworthiness, and
support rapid and sustainable growth. In some cases,
it will also depend on successful negotiations with
commercial banks to reduce debt.
Private financial flows to developing countries are
more difficult to project. Nevertheless, two important factors suggest that they are likely to remain
modest in the 1990s.First, international banks and
capital markets are unlikely to consider most developing countries creditworthy, unless there is com*.
pellng evidence-over a fairly long period-of a
strong external payments situation and stable economic policies. The continuing problem of interest
arrears has made commercial banks extremely reluctant to extend new money to developing countries,
especially for general purpose financing. Countries
in South and East Asia already enjoy access to external commercial finance, but tougher criteria will
apply even to those countries in the future. A few
countries in Latin America-notably Chile, Mexico,
and Venezuela-may improve their access to international financial markets if they maintain macroeconomic stability and the pace of current reforms.
For the heavily indebted countries, the key evidence
of a restoration of creditworthiness will be a return
to par of the price of their debt on secondary markets.
The second factor likely to limit private flows to
developing countries is the recent erosion in the capital base of Japanese and US. commercial banks,
which will slow bank lending in the short term. But
even when their capital base is restored, the banks
will probably give preference to their domestic borrowers over their developing country clients.
Projections of financial flows show steady growth
in direct foreign investment in developing countries
through the 1990s.But this forecast is especially uncertain because much depends on policies in developing countries. EastAsia-and as reforms take root,
Eastern Europe-could be the important destinations of foreign investment capital. Developing
countries are expected to increase their use of new
financial instruments to attract investors. For example, in highly indebted Eastern Europe, debt-equity
swaps could prove a useful instrument for attracting
foreign investors. In otherdeveloping countries, debt
conversions could be used to improve the environment (debt-for-nature swaps) or to support health
programs (debt-for-health swaps). And the growing
availability of portfolio investment opportunities
could also generate interest among large savers in
industrial countries.
For several developing countries, creditworthiness could be restored more quickly if their heavy
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burden of debt and debt service were reduced. Considerable progress has already been made in dealing
with the debt crisis-the reduction of commercial
debt and debt service, the easing of terms of the Paris
Club reschedulings, and the continuation of other
programs of debt relief. But the debt crisis is far from
over. Arrears have continued to accumulate, and
heavily indebted countries are constrained in implementing structural reforms by the scarcity of incremental external finance.
Whethertheworldeconomiccommunitysucceeds
in reducing the debt burden of heavily indebted
countries will affect the prospects for developing
countries in the next decade. There is much that
could be done. Forgiveness of debt to severely indebted low-income countries by officialcreditors totalled $6billion in 1988-90,equivalent to 11.6percent
of total bilateral debt to these countries at the end of
1990.11Official bilateral creditors may wish to expand that coverage and deepen the concessionality
of other debt relief measures. In all cases, such measures ought to be implemented only after it is dear
that a country is prepared to take the necessary steps
to restore macroeconomic stability, increase the efficiency of resource use, and promote equitable
growth.
For severely indebted middle-income countries,
officialinvolvement will continue to be necessary to
extend commercial debt and debt service reduction
to countries with strong adjustment programs. Seven
of these middle-income countries-Bolivia, Egypt,
Honduras, Morocco, Nicaragua, Poland, and Senegal-owed more than half of their debt to official
creditors at the end of 1989.There is a case, therefore,
for extending debt relief to such countries, provided
they are prepared to undertake the structural re-

traditional form, with uncertainty increasing as the
time horizon extends further into the future. The
market expects the future spot price to be $20.00 a
barrel in March 1991,and in July 1991and $19.40 in
January 1992 (Figure 3.9). The probability density
function of oil prices at different dates in the future
can be calculated using market prices of options on
oil futures (Figure 3.9).12
Market expectations show considerable uncertainty about the future course of oil prices. For 1991
and 1992,prices are forecast to lie in the range of $15
to $25 a barrel, with a 70 percent subjective probability (Figure 3.10). The range of possible prices depends on expected growth in OECD countries, the
speed with which Kuwait and Iraq resume production, and the cohesion of OPEC.Current supply and
demand conditions suggest that prices are likely to
tend toward the lower end of the range.
The latest forecasts for the year 2000,from a wide
variety of agencies, range from below $10 a barrel to
more than $40 a barrel (in constant 1989dollars). The
range is so wide because of a large dispersion in
forecasts of demand and supply and different estimates of price elasticities. Uncertainties about
proven and potential reserves in the USSR,developOil pricesareexpectedto decline
and becomemorevolatilein the comingyear
Figure 3.9 Probability density of future oil prices
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International oil prices have been volatile since August 1990,when the crisis in the iddle East erupted.
Market expectations about prices were particularly
uncertain in the short term. Since the resolution of the
crisis,however, expectations have reverted to their
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Despite its importance, debt reduction on its own
is not enough to sustain creditworthiness. Once creditworthiness is regained through a combination of
debt relief and structural reforms, it can be sustained
through increased opportunities for trade, investment, and technology acquisition. Thus, debt relief
measures need to be accompanied by policies in
industrial countries that will increase market access
for developing countries.
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forthemtorestoremomentumtothegrowthprocess.
This would be especially important for low-income
countries that have relatively few strategic options
open to them for sustained development.

Notes
1. Technically,an economy is considered to be in recession when it experiences two consecutive quarters of negative GNP growth.
2. For example, see Organisation for Economic Cooperation and Development (1985,EconometricAnnex to
Chapter 6).
3. Comparisons of incomes between the two countries
are particularly difficult since the GDR has had no free
for foreign exchange and no goods arbitrage. Interpretation of the two statistics is complicated further by
the differences in the quality of goods and services in the
two countries.
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ing countries, and even the United States compound
the difficulties in forecasting long-term oil prices.
But there is considerable agreement on one probable development. With increasing world demand for
oil, and flat (or declining) supplies from non-oPEC
sources, the world will become increasingly dependent on OPEC for its oil. And within OPEC,a few
countries-Saudi
Arabia, Iran, the United Arab
Emirates, Iraq, and Kuwait-will
achieve dominance. Increased concentration of oil supplies in a
few countries will likely make the oil market more
vulneableto
isrution.
spply Thepresnt c'sis
vulnerable to supply
disruptions.
The present crisis
in the Middle East is a clear reminder of that vulnerability.
Conclusion
The 1990s started poorly, and the longer-term outlook is clouded by a variety of contingencies affecting
the climate for international trade and finance. The
impact of external circumstances on developing
countnes will depend crucialy on how individual
countries will depe
crucially on. how
.idev
idu
countries manage these contingencies.
Policies n m-

4. Includes central, state, and municipal government,

German Unity Fund, Treuhand, ERP-Fund,but excludes
social security fund, Bundespost, and Budesbahn. These
exclusions are important. For example, the telecommunications arm of the Bundespost will be borrowing DM 10
billion a year from all sources for the next seven years to
help fund a DM200billion investment program.
5. U.S.Congress, Congressional Budget Office, 1991.
6. The cost of the Gulf war to the United States was
eventually lower than expected. Earlier estimates ranged
between US$28billion and US$48billion.
7. The net charge-off rate is a measure of the decline in
the market value of a bank's assets.
8. The term "net flow" is defined as disbursements net
of (actual) principal repayments on long-term lending.
9. The term "net transfer" is defined as disbursements
less (actual) principal repayments on long- term lending
and (actual) interest payments on long-term debt.
10. The World Bank'snet flows to developing countries
in 1995are expected to be substantially
higher than in 1989
but only modestly so when compared to 1990. This is
because disbursements in 1990were unusually high as a
result of the Brady Initiative.
11. Based on a projection of debt outstanding and disbursed from bilateral sources. The data source was World
Bank (1990).
12. Implied volatilities were calculated by minimizing
the mean squared sum of errors between the theoretical
Blackoption value for all outstandin" puts and calls (for all
strike prices and maturities) at a particular date and the
observed market prices with respect to the volatility used
in the theoretical option price formula.
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4

Thedevelopingcountriesandthe
outlook for the global economy:
Alternative scenarios

Will the tendency toward global interdependence,
propelled by microeconomic linkages and international markets, be reinforced or frustrated by geopolitical developments in the 1990s? Expectations
about this range widely. At one extreme is the fear of
a collapse of the old order into a chaos of regional
trade blocs, trade wars, and autarky. At the other is
the hope for a new era of cooperation among the
major powers under a revitalized United Nations.
The field of choice is wide. Governments may seek
safety in an elusive independence. Or they may acquiesce in a more productive interdependence. The
latter course is not a passive one; it entails active
change in economic policies and institutions.
The pace of economic progress in industrial and
developing countries will depend to a large extent on
the path chosen. Starting with this idea of a wide
distribution of possible outcomes, this chapter
sketches a representative range of scenarios for the
global economy that portrays the economicstakes for
the world in general, but particularly for developing
countries.
Fourglobal scenarios:An overview
Economic forecasters often take for granted both the
relevance and the permanence of the institutional
framework for economic progress. Political alignments, scope for cooperation and leadership, national economic systems, rules underpinning
international trade and finance, and even peace
are all part of the "woodwork" in a typical macroeconomic forecast. Yet, a casual reading of current
events suggests that this institutional framework is
undergoing rapid change. Acknowledgment of this
shifting framework must be central to any realistic
assessment of the range of plausible outcomes for
economic development in the 1990s.
It is this concept that motivates the scenarios presented in this chapter. For want of a better term, we
refer to it here as the "management dimension."
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Locations along this dimension represent different
levels of effectiveness of international economic
management and of the institutional framework that
braces the world economy. These affect economic
growth by influencing the quality of economic
decisionmaking in the global economy as a whole. In
addition, they relate closely to the level of uncertainty that pervades economic decisionmaking in a
rapidly changing world.
Development scenarios for the 1990s can be arranged along this management dimension, from a
low-case scenario of highly detrimental uncertainty
to a high-case scenario of robust confidence in the
quality of economic management. The middle
ground is occupied by two scenarios: a baseline that
incorporates expectations that intended policy
changes will be implemented, and a downside scenario that is more cautious but far from extreme. The
subjective probabilities attached to these scenarios
are not uniform; rather, they are approximated by a
probability distribution in which the two extreme
cases each represent 15percent of the probability, the
baseline 40 percent, and the downside 30 percent.
Table 4.1 colors this sketch with some qualitative
details of the structural characteristics of each of the
four scenarios. Four major areas of economic management-finance, trade, energy, and macroeconomic policy-each representing a cluster of related
policies and issues, cover the principal areas of uncertainty identified in earlier chapters. Each column
highlights relationships between these dusters in a
way that makes each scenario internally coherent.
Each scenario tells a story, starting with an initial
trigger or unexpected change and then leading to
consequences and policy reactions. But since the triggers themselves cannot be predicted, an element of
luck determines to some extent the scenario that
eventually unfolds.
A notion of how the low-case scenario could unfold, beginning with an unexpected development in
the financial sector, is developed in Box 4.1. The

Table 4.1 Characteristics of four scenarios of global economic conditions for the 1990s
Clustersof characteristics

Finance

Trade

Energy

Lowcase
(15percent)

Doupnside
(30 percent)

Baseline
(40percent)

Highcase
(15 percent)

Serious financidalcrisis in

Continued financial

Gradual reduction in

Global financial reforms

the United States and
Japan with "contagion"
effectsworldwide and
long-termramifications
(Box4.1);widespread defaults by highly indebted
developing countries;
very little net inflow of
capital to developing
countries; very high real
interest rates reflecting
extreme uncertainties.

stress in the United
States and Japan, with unchanged policies; many
bank failures; lack of further progress of Brady
Plan; high real interest
rates continue mainly because of the perception of
serious risks by markets
and a growing shortage
of global savings relative
to investment needs; little growth of foreign direct investment
worldwide.

financial stress in the
United States and Japan
as reformsare introduced to revitalize investment and banking
institutions; Brady Plan
makes progress as remaining major debtor
countries are included;
real interest rates fal
somewhat despite high
demand for capital in
Europe and Japan, and
productivity improves
gradually; foreign direct
investment flows grow
more rapidly but some
developing regions are
bypassed.

make the system much
more robust; financial
integrationcontinues
unabated while systemic
risks are reduced
through regulatory
changes; real interest
rates decline to pre-1980s
levels as risk prernia are
reduced and as a lengthening of time horizons
creates ample savings; a
new, more comprehensive debt initiative combined with a sharp
increase in foreign direct
investment brings about
a significantrise in net resource flows to develop-

Trade "war" among
major trading blocs
(Europe, North America,
and East Asia); GATr
framework collapses as
high barriers bring a
much-reduced growth in
the volume of world
trade.

Failure of GATr trade
negotiations leads to
increased protectionism
worldwide; growth of
world trade slows relative to that of the late
1980s,particularly interbloc trade. Now new freetrade initiatives.

Big swings in oil prices
around a high level,because of continued political and social instability
in the Middle East,while
the region becomes a
more predominant supplier of oiL Relativededine in the monopoly
power of conservative

Persistence of high oil
prices in the early 1990s
because of political uncertainty in the Middle East,
but relatively flat and stable path (compared with
low case).

The G-3countries fail to The G-3 countries cooperagree on macroeconomic ate only to avert crisis
policy goals; the policy
but fail to stabilize excesdialogue established in
sive volatility in financial
the 1980scollapses; exprices; U.S.fiscal deficit
treme uncertainty about becomes majorsource of
global inflation and exuncertainty; payments
change rates among G-3; imbalances within the
large number of develop- oEcDpersist or reemerge;
ing countries fail to im- oECDremains a net capiplementextended
tal importer; many develreforms; only a small frac- oping countries attempt
tion of developing coun- to stabilize macroecotries continue with
nomic conditions and inintended policies.
troduce reforns but the
pace of progress is slow,

ing countries.
GATrnegotiations achieve GAFTnegotiationssuc-

modest success; tariffs
and nontariff barriers are
lowered; both inter and
intrabloctrade grow relatively rapidly, reflecting
fundamental trends; but
agriculturaltrade remains
protected.New free-trade
initiatives lack force and

ceed in bringing about a
new and more lberal
trading system covering
goods, services, and agricultural commodities;
regional trade
arrangementsreinforce
the global trade-creating
forces under a new

are symbolic only.

world trade organization.

Oil prices rapidly return
to prewar levels and then
rise at a steady pace reflectingmarket fundamentals; moderate fuel
conservationmeasures
gradually exert downward pressure on international oil prices.

New political arrangements in the Middle East
combined with cooperation between producers
and consumers and bold
new environmental initiatives lead to persistently
lower international oil
prices.

Improved cooperation
among the G,3 countries;
gradual but steady decline of balance of payments imbalances and
less volatility in financial
prices;low G-3 inflation
remains an anchor; improved exchange rate stability; most developing
countries manage to implement intended policies,particularly
countries that experienced little or no growth
in the 1980s.

Policycoordination
among the G,3 countries
on fundamental monetary reform leads to far
less volatility in financial
prices, especially exchange rates and interest
rates; pace of supply-side
reforms in both industrial and developing
countries accelerates;
most developing countries implement intended
policiesor initiatie new
programs for development.

I_

I

forces in o'Ec

Policy

__with

many setbacks.

Note: The percentage in parentheses associated with each scenario refers to the subjectiveprobability of occurrence.
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scenarios are used as didactic devices, to explore the
range of possible outcomes. The possibilities are, of
course,
countless.
The actual ingicforsaeign
outcome could
glbalcnomi)
andbyidiscuag
lendargvery
mwell be a combination of components across the different scenarios and, indeed, is lkely to incude features not even contemplated here.
A set of oil price scenarios were constructed consistent with the four scenarios (Figure 4.1). Other
global economicand financial indicators are suemarized in Table 4.2.
An important feature of Table 4.1 is the indusion
of poicy reformisin developing countries as a variable that changes in each scenario. The underlying
view is that successful internalmanagement in developing countries is probably not independent of successful globaloutcomes. While this is not always the
case, there are sound arguments in its favor. A global
economy that remains strong for a prolonged period
rewards good economic management and helps
build internal consensus for reform. And strengthened incentive structures require efficient and energetic international markets. This is consistent with
the evidence that, in the short run, adverse external
shocks provoke constructive policy responses in developing countries. OveroptinmisticBank forecasts in
the past-even for low-case scenarios--may well
have derived in part from the neglect of this synergy
of perform-anceacross countries. For sinillar reasons,
scenarios developed outside the Bank have also
tended to understate the growth consequences for
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developig countries of different states of the world
economy.
defaultsb snevestraely
indebtged
counteries. duin
The external circumstances for development
in the 1990s
The baselnhescenaro foresees oil prces droppm
into
prewar levels by 1992and then growing at 3 percent
a year. Real interest rates average 3.7 percent during
the 1990s for the G-5; the U.S. rate is coser to 3.4
percent, while European rates are somewhat higher
in the first half of the decade because of Germany's
extraordinary financing requirements. World trade
is expected to be relatively unaffected by current
difficulties in the Uruguay Round. A healthy growth
rate of 5.8 percent for the decade reflects a continuation of the strong forces of global economic integration.
The forecast indicates some weakness in the U.S.
economy through 1993 due to low investment and
public expenditure. During the second half of the
1990s,however, the U.S. economy rebounds to a GNP
growth rate of 2.9 percent, resulting in an average
growth rate for the decade of 2.5percent. Inflation is
held to an average rate of 3.9 percent a year. The
effective exchange rate for the dollar remains essentially unchanged during the decade: a depreciation
in 1991is followed by appreciation during 1992-93.
Japan averages 3.7 percent annual GDP growth
throughout the 1990s. Savings could edge down-

Thefourscenariosfor oil pricesreflectconsiderableuncertaintyaboutthefuture
Figure 4.1 Oil prices, 1970-89 and the 1990s
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ward as a share of GDP, exerting an upward pressure
on interest rates. Partly as a result, investment is
likely to be lower than in the 1980sboth at home and
abroad. The current account surplus is on a downward trend. Growth is likely to be driven more by
domestic demand than in previous decades, partly
because external markets do not grow rapidly (the
United States) or become increasingly difficult to
penetrate as a result of increased nontariff barriers
(Europe). Exports to East Asia are an exception and
are likely to grow quickly as interdependence in the
region accelerates. Part of the impetus for increased
domestic demand may come from a boost in govern-

ment spending on infrastructure and housing. And
part of it may come as a result of a gradual increase
in the dependency ratio-the number of nonworking
dependents for every member of the working labor
force.
Europe is projected to perform better than in the
1980s,with an average growth rate of 3 percent. The
stimulus from Germany's unification is felt throughout most of the decade. In addition, efficiency gains
from the creation of a single European market continue to emerge well into the next century. Further
movement toward economic and monetary union
reinforces prospects for stable economic relations

Table 4.2 Selected global indicators,1980-89 and the 1990s
(average
annualpercentage
change,
exceptLpso)
Indicator

1980-89

Lowcase

Downside

Baseline

Highcase

Expectedmeant

G-5 GNP

3.0

1.2

2.2

2.9

4.0

2.6

1.7
4.1
10.1

OA

1.A
4.5

1.8
5.8

2.8
7.6

1.6
5A

G-5 labor productivityb
World trade
NominalIDORC

2.7

Real LIBOR
C
G-5 Muv indexd

5.5
3.1

13.3
7.9
6.8

9.5
5.1
5.1

7.5
3.7
3.9

6.0
2.1
3.2

8.7
4.5
4.6

G-5 GNPdeflatore

4.1

5.0

4.3

3.6

3.8

4.1

a. Assuming subjectiveprobabilities of 15percent for the low and high cases, 30percent for the downside scenario, and 40 percent for the
baseline scenario.
b. Output per worker.
c. Six-monthrates, per year, G-5average using SuRweights.
d. Unit value index of manufactures exports, in US. dollars.
e. In local currency units.
Source World Bank data.
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Projectednon-oilcommoditypriceswill most likelyremainbelowtrend
Figure 4.2 Non-oil commodity prices relative to unit value of manufacturesexports, 1948-2000
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and raises confidence among investors. Finally,
Western Europe gains from Eastern Europe's efforts
at economiicreform through increased trade.
Most nonfuel commodity prices recover to their
recent levels in real terms. This implies a modest
recovery from the current trough, particularly for
beverage prices. Nevertheless, the nonfuel commodity price index remains below the long-term trend
line (as shown in Figure 4.2)at the end of the century.
It is highly unlikely that the actual trajectory of commodity prices over the next decade will be smooth;
rather, prices are likely to rise and fall in response to
periods of recession and rapid growth in economic
activity. Raw materials prices are particularly susceptible to such economic fluctuations.
These global indicators vary across the four scenarios presented in Table 4.1,creating alternative sets
of external circumstances for development in the
1990s.In the low case, volatile oil prices, high real
interest rates, and a deteriorating international trading environment have harsh consequences for the
G-5 econornies. The current slowdown is prolonged
for another two years and is followed by another
slump in 1998.Sandwiched between these is a period
of sluggish growth, so that by the year 2000the GNP
of the G-5 is 15 percent lower than in the baseline.
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The high case, on the other hand, is a return-to-thesixties scenario. Stable oil prices, low real interest
rates, and a liberal and buoyant world trading environment support a G-5 GNPgrowthtaveraging about
4 percent a year. In the downside scenario, which
falls between the low-case and the baseline scenarios,
growth averages 2.2 percent a year, or about 0.7
percentage point below the baseline. The sensitivity
of commodity prices across these scenarios is illustrated in Figure 4.2. (Readers interested in a more
detailed account of these alternative scenarios will
find it in the annex at the end of this chapter.)
The implicit supply-side dynamics embedded in
the four scenarios are discussed in Box4.2. The set of
policies included in each scenario is expected to affect not only the level of investment and employment, but also the efficiencyof capital and labor. The
baseline, for example, includes an outlook for total
factorproductivitygrowththatisdosetotheaverage
of actual performance since 1960. In the high case,
reduced uncertainty, combined with fundamental
policy and structural reforms, raises the share of
private investment and increases overall economic
efficiency.New investment in plant and equipment
and increased public investment in education and
training permit economywide diffusion of techno-

Box 4.2 Arithmetic of long-term growtb, simply stated
The long-termor equilibriumgrowthtpath of an ecoromy maybe expressedas the sum of two trends:the
rate of growth of the labor supply and the growthof
laborproductivity.
In a simple growth-accountingframework, the
growthof labor productivitymay be expressedas the
sum of technologicalprogress (usuallyreferred to as
total factorproductivitygrowth)and the factorsubstitutioneffect,whichis definedas the rate of growth of
the capital-laborratio timesthe share of profitsin nationalincome.Long-termgrowthof output is directly
influenced by new investments in machinery and
equipment,whichraisethe capital-laborratio,and by
disembodiedtedological progress,whichleads to a

Thegrowthaccountingframeworkused hereis simple. The real world is more complcated.If new technologiesare embodiedin new machines,speedingup
the rate of investmentwillhavea positiveeffecton the
levelof output over and abovethe effectfrom ncrmsingthecapital-aborratioalone(thefactorsubstiution
effect).By aisingthe margal product of capital,technologicalprogress stimulates additional investment
until the marginalproduct of capital is reducedagain
to the real rate of interest.
The result is that output rises by more than the
incease in factorproductivityresulting from technologicalprogress.Furthermore,additionalgrowthdividends are possible if investment in human capital

higher level of output for a given level of the capital-

(training, new knowledge, better management) results

labor ratio.
in larger growti of total factorproductivity.Two-way
Boxtable42 showsrough estimatesof suchgrowth
interactionsbetween investment(particularlyin peocomponentsforthe idutil
untrs forthreeperiods
ple) and technologicalprogresstend to widenthe difsine 1960and suggestshow these owmponents
might
ferencebetween the low- and high-casescenariosfor
evolvein eachofthe scnarios developedin the text
growth.
Boxtable 4.2 Possiblesourcesof growth trends in industrial countries,1960-2000
(average
annualperenagedange)

Sourceofgrowth

Golden "Inflation ConsolidaAge," andsluWp," tion,"
Scenarosfothel990s
1960-73 1973-79 197988 Lowcase Downside Baseline Highcase

Outputgrowth
Labor-input growtb
Labor productivity growth

Totalfactorproductivitygrwth
Fadorsubstituionc
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1.1
4.1

2.9
1.4
1.5

2.7
1.7

12
0.8
0.4

2.8

0.6

0.8

1.3

0.9

1.0

1.0

2.2
0.8

2.9
0.8

02

IA
0.6

2.1
12

02

0.8

0.9

4.0
0.8
32

2.0
12

a. Forillustravepurposes,
theoutputgrowthratesforthescenarios
inthistablearesetequalto theG-5 a growthrats sowvm
hiTable42.
Thecomponents
dsownforthescenas souresof growth")areintended
to repreentequifinm pathsconsistntwitha Cobb-Dougla
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b. Growthmiem peotdededfrchanigworeinwdTkeketwompeSet
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logical progress. At the other extreme, the low case
envisages a financial crisis, autarkic trade policies,
and volatile oil prices-all of which would tend to
increase risk and uncertainty, reduce incentives to
improve efficiency, lower investment in long-term
research and development, and obstruct established
channels for the international transmission of new
technologies.
Implications for developing countries
The rest of this chapter explores the implications of
the international environment, as laid out in the four
scenarios, for developing countries in the next de-

tend mafiothersasuros

cade. This section examines four aspects of developing country performance-growth, trade, current
payments, and external finance. The final section
looks at prospects for different developing regions
and analytical groups of countries, touching on some
national policy issues. The analysis highlights the
importance of a strong, open, multilateral trading
system for accelerating growth in the developing
world and helping many developing regions return
to creditworthiness. It also emphasizes the need for
developing countries to adopt policies that increase
their international competitiveness, strengthen their
external payments position, and attract the levels of
foreign direct investment and commercial finance
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Table 4.3 Summaryresults for developing countries, 1980-89 and the 1990s
(average
annualpercentage
change)
1980-89
Indicator
3.7
GDP
GDPper capita
1.6
6.6
Exports
2.3
Imports

Lowcase
2.9
1.1
2.4
1.8

Downside
4.1
2.2
4.7
4.3

Baseline
4.9
2.9
6.1
5.9

Expectedmeana
4.6
2.7
5.5
5.2

Highcase
6.5
4.6
8.3
8.2

a. Assumingsubjectiveprobabilitiesof 15percentfor the lowand highcases,30percentforthe downsidescenario,and40percentfor the
baselinescenario.
Source.WorldBankdata.

considered so crucial for future growth Finally, it
points to the role that further debt relief measures can
play in promoting faster and sustainable growth in
severely indebted developing countries.
Growth
The four global scenarios demarcate a wide range of
outcomes for growth (Table4.3).The average level of
real income per capita for developing countries by
the year 2000 is about 40 percent higher in the high
case than in the low case. The ratio of exports and
imports to GDPis also higher, indicating greater integration of developing countries into the world economy. And the growth rate of exports from
developing countries outstrips the growth of aggregate GNPin industrial countries, reflecting increased
penetration of industrial country markets. Similar
tendencies are visible in the baseline and the downside scenarios, but they are weaker than in the high

case.In the low case, developing countries are much
less integrated with the rest of the world, and growth
of their exports and imports falls below that of output. This pattern of outcomes for growth underscores the central tenet of this report: for growth to
accelerate in the next decade, both national and international policies need to encourage integration in
the world economy.
Even with greater integration of the world economy, however, the chances are remote that the
growth rates of incomes across developing regions
will converge over the next decade. The growth of
GDPin Sub-Saharan Africa and Latin America is expected to continue to lag behind the mean for all
developing countries, while growth in the Europe,
Middle East, and North Africa region will drop further behind than it has since the mid-1960s (Table
4A). The disparities are even more striking when
expressed as per capita growth (Figure 4.3). SubSaharan Africa in the high case grows more slowly

Table 4.4 Growth in developing countries,by region and analyticalgroup, 1965-89 and the 1990s
(average
annualpercentage
change)
Regionorgroup
All developing countries

Scenariosfor the1990s
Downside Baseline
4.1
4.9

1965-89
4.7

1980-89
3.7

Low
2.9

Geographicregions
Sub-SaharanAfrica
East Asia
South Asia
Europe, Middle East, and North Africa
Latin Amenca

3.2
7.2
4.2
4.2
4.3

2.0
7.9
5.4
2.5
1.7

2.8
3.9
3.3
2.5
1.9

3.5
5.6
4.2
3.2
3.1

3.6
6.7
4.7
3.6
3.8

4.4
8.8
6.5
4.7
5.3

Analyticalgroups
IDA-only adjusting Africa
Severely indebted middle-income countries
Exporters of fuels

23
4.4
3.2

2.5
1.9
1.8

3.2
1.9
3.5

4.0
3.1
4.5

4.5
3.8
4.1

5.6
5.4
3.5

Source.WorldBankdata.
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High
6.5

Regionaldisparitiesin incomeper capitaareprojectedto widen
Figure 4.3 Growth of real GDPper capita in developing countries, 1965-89 and the 1990s
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than East Asia in the low case,while growth in Latin
America in the high case falls well below that of East
Asia in the downside case.
Since growth rates across developing regions are
unlikely to converge, progress in the battle against
poverty is expected to be modest, and the risks of
adding to the number of absolute poor are high. The
baseline scenario for the global economy discussed
in the WorldDevelopmentReport1990implied that 825
millionpeoplewouldbelivinginpovertybytheyear
2000,down from 1.1billion in 1985.' The baseline in
this book carries similar implications. Under the
high-case scenario, the number of poor would decline significantly in all developing regions except
Sub-Saharan Africa. In the downside scenario, the
number of poor in developing countries by the year
2000 increases slightly compared with the baseline.
And under the low-case scenario, the number of poor
could rise significantly above the baseline level.In all
the scenarios, the proportion of the populationliving
in poverty in developing countries is expected to
decline unambiguously. The only exception is SubSaharan Africa, where the number of poor people as
a share of the population could rise marginally in the
low case.
The logic of the growth forecasts may be conveyed
in rough, summary fashion by reference to the "multipliers" in Box 4.3. Of the difference in the growth
rate of developing countries in the 1990sbetween the

high and low cases, about one-half can be associated
with the external demand and terms of trade factors,
about 30 percent with the cost of finance, and perhaps as much as 20 percent with portfolio investment
and foreign direct investment linked to enhanced
productivity and export supply.
The strength of these linkages varies for different
developing regions (as shown in Box4.3)-and even
more for individual countries. Since these linkages
refer to conditions ("shocks") sustained over ten
years, many structural characteristics of economies
come into play. For example, Sub-Saharan Africa
would benefit relatively little from higher growth in
industrial countries: the income elasticities of demand for its exports are low, and it lacks a diversified
industrial base. Its ability to respond to increased
external demand is also limited since much of its
export capacity, most notably in mining, was allowed to deteriorate during the 1980s.EastAsia presents a contrasting picture. A diversified and
competitive industrial sector and significant levels of
capital goods exports make the region's economic
performance particularly sensitive to growth rates in
industrial countries.
Trade
For output growth in developing countries to accelerate in the 1990s,imports would need to grow even
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more rapidly (Table 4.5and Figure 4.4).This is so for
three reasons. First, faster output growth requires
higher levels of investment, and investment tends to
be relatively import-intensive. Second, developing
countries, especially severely indebted middleincome countries, will need to recover from the import compression of the debt-crisis years. And third,
improving the quality and competitiveness of exports requires new technology embodied in imported equipment and services. As one would
expect, the gap between import growth and GDP
growth increases as one moves from the low case to
the high case (Figure 4.5).
Higher import growth, however, will not be possible unless developing countries improve their export performance, increase their penetration of
industrial country markets, and expand their trade
with other developing countries. Achieving this will
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require not only continued attention to improved
trade policies and structural reforms in developing
countries, but also a supportive multilateral trading
system governed by rules respected by both industrial and developing countries. If the Uruguay
Round succeeds in introducing such a system, the
rewards for liberal trade policies would be greater
and would encourage many developing countries to
implement their reform programs more aggressively.
As external circumstances improve, the export sector in developing countries is transformed from a
neutral force (in the low case) to an increasingly
potent growth leader (Table 4.6).The increased penetration of industrial country markets that this entails reflects three key aspects of the scenarios: the
conditions of international trade policy (Table 4.1),
higher productivity growth in developing countries,

Table 4.5 Growth of trade in developing countries, by region and analytical group, 1980-89 and the 1990s
change)
annualpercentage
(average

Regionorgroup
Alldeveloping countries
Geographicregions
Sub-SaharanAfrica
East Asia
South Asia
Europe, Middle East,
and North Africa
Latin America
Analyticalgroups
IDA-onlyadjusting Africa
Severely indebted
middle-income countries
Exporters of fuels
Memorandumitem
Elasticitya

1980-89
6.6

Export volumegrowth
Scenariosfor the 1990s
Baseline
Downside
Low
6.1
4.7
2.4

High
8.3

1980-89
2.3

Import volumegrowth
Scenariosfor the 1990s
Baseline
Downside
Low
5.9
4.3
1.8

High
8.2

1.6
10.7
6.5

1.3
3.3
2.6

2.3
6.1
5.0

3.0
7.7
6.6

4.1
10.1
9.0

-4.5
4.4
8.0

1.8
2.5
0.0

2.4
5.5
2.8

3.2
7.1
4A

4.7
9.5
7.0

5.5
4.2

1.3
2.1

3.4
3.8

4.8
5.0

7.0
6.9

1.2
-1.6

1.6
1.0

3.5
3.8

4.9
5.6

6.8
8.4

1.7

3.3

4.2

4.8

5.7

0.0

0.2

2.8

4.1

6.3

4.3
1.5

2.0
0.6

3.9
1.9

5.1
2.7

7.1
4.0

-1.0
-9.2

1.4
5.5

4.1
2.7

5.8
2.3

8.6
0.9

2.1

1.7

2.0

2.1

2.1

0.6

0.6

1.1

1.2

1.3

(growth
underthe columnsfor exportvolumegrowth,and importelasticity
(growthofadevelopingregion'sexportsdividedby growthof cNPinOECD)
a. Elasticityrefersto theexportelasticity
of a developingregion'simportsdividedby thegrowthof its own GDP)under the columnsfor importvolumegrowth.
Source:WorldBankdata.
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Importgrowthaccelerates,but exportperformanceis in line with past trends
Figure 4.4 Growth of trade under the four scenarios
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and a stronger export orientation, made possible by
greater use of foreign direct investment and other
private capital inflows (see below).
Differences in trade performance among analytical groups of countries are large (Table 4.5). As one
reads across the scenarios, import growth falls and
export growth rises modestly for fuel exporters.
Low-income countries in Sub-Saharan Africa (excluding Nigeria) that are implementing adjustment
programs do better on the export side, in all scenarios, than the rest of Sub-Saharan Africa, and their
import growth also varies much more across scenarios. This difference reflects both the fact that they are
"adjusting' and the fact that they benefit from nearly
all the conditions of the higher cases. The sensitivity
of import growth to the external environment is most
dramatic for the severely indebted middle-income
countries; and this sensitivity on the import side
translates into a high sensitivity of their export
growth as well.
Movements in a region's terms of trade reflect
trends in world prices and the commodity structure
of trade, and they affect real incomes as well as the
balance of payments (Table 4.7). For exporters of
fuels and exporters of nonfuel primary commodities,
outcomes for the terms of trade dosely resemble
trends in the real price of fuel and nonfuel primary
commodities, respectively. So policies to hedge
terms of trade risk remain important (seeChapter 2).
The terms of trade of exporters of manufactures, in
contrast, remain essentially unchanged during the
1990sin all fourscenarios. For this group, the product
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composition of exports is nearly the same as that of
imports-a natural hedge against terms of trade risk.
It seems an interesting coincidence of price trends
and trade structure-at least for these scenariosthat developing countries both in the aggregate and
by geographic region face low terms of trade risk.
Latin America, however, is at risk in the low case
because of its large nonfuel primary exports (including demand-sensitive metals and minerals). SubSaharan Africa is not, but only because the regional
aggregate includes large exporters of fuel; nonfuel
primary producers, however, could face large declines in their terms of trade in the low case.
Currentpayments
Although in all scenarios the volume of exports from
developing countries is expected to grow slightly
faster than the volume of imports, the deficit on
goods, services, and private transfers is expected to
rise when expressed in current U.S. dollars (Table
4.8).This results from inflation (the deficit in constant
1987prices is expected to decline, except in the high
case) and from the fact that the aggregate current
account deficit of developing countries is already
large.
Two conclusions follow. First, the deficit on the
trade account (goods and nonfactor services) rises as
trade grows more rapidly, which means greater resource transfers to developing countries as one
moves from the slow growth of trade in the low case
to faster growth of trade in the high case. If sustained

7he gap betweengrowth of importsand GDP widens
when movingfrom the low caseto the high
Figure 4.5 Growth of imports and GDP for
developing countries,1965-89 and the 1990s
(percentperyear)

Trend
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Externalfinance

Higher deficits on goods, services, and private transfers are possible only with higher levels of external
finance. This is especially the case if developing
countries bolster their external reserve position, as
they would be expected to do in response to increasing uncertainty. A significant proportion of these net
flows will continue to come from official develop-
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over the decade, these increased resource transfers
can be expected to contribute to a decline in the
absolute numbers of poor in developing countries.
Second, the higher deficit on the trade account in the
high case than in the low case translates into a higher
deficit on goods, services, and private transfers as
well, even though lower interest rates serve to
dampen this effect (Table4.9).
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der will need to come from private sourcescommercial borrowing and foreign direct investment-and from exceptional financing in the form of
various debt relief measures.
Commercial bank lending for general purpose financing is unlikely to be a significant source of external finance for developing countries in the 1990s,
except for countries, mostly in East Asia, that have
remained creditworthy throughout the 1980s. Foreign direct investment, however, is expected to play
an influential role in the future prospects for developing countries-but not merely as a potential
source of external finance. It is also an important
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of new technol-

ogy, increasing the competitiveness of developing
country products in world markets, and strengthening the export-orientation of production structures.
To attract higher levels of foreign investment, however, developing countries need to restore their creditworthiness and ensure stable macroeconomic

Source: World Bankdata.

Table 4.6 Growth of tradein relation to GDP in developing countries,1980-89 and the 1990s
(averageannualpercentagechange)

Scenariosfor the 1990s
Indicator

1980-89

LOw

Downside

Baseline

High

Developingcountries'exportvolumegrowth
Less OEcD GDP growth

3.5

1.2

2.5

3.2

4.3

Less own GDPgrowth

2.9

-0.5

0.6

1.2

1.8

Developingcountries'importvolumegrowth
Less OECDGDP growth

-0.8

0.6

2.1

3.0

4.2

Less own GDPgrowth

-1A

-1.1

0.2

1.0

1.7

Source: World Bank data.
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Table 4.7 Trends in terms of trade, by region and analytical group, in developing countries in the 1990s
(average
annualpercentage
change)
Regionorgroup
All developing countries

Low

Downside

Baseline

High

-0.2

0.0

0.0

0.0

Geographicregions
Sub-Saharan Africa
East Asia
South Asia

0.4
-0.3
-0.5

0.1
0.0
0.0

0.1
0.1
0.1

0.4
0.0
-0.1

0.6
-1.0

0.2
-OA

0.1
-0.2

-0.4
0.2

Analyticalgroups
Exporters of fuels
Exporters of manufactures
Exporters of nonfuel pnmaries
IDA-onlyadjusting Africa

4.5
0.1
-3.9
-3.0

0.7
0.1
-1.0
-0.6

-0.7
0.1
-0.1
0.3

-3.5
-0.2
2.1
2.4

Memorandumitems
Real fuel pricesa
Real nonfuel pncesa

4.5
-3.8

0.9
-0.7

-0.6
0.5

-3.7
3A

Europe, Middle East,

and North Africa
Latin America

Note: See Appendix A for definiion of analyical groups and the countriesthey comprs
a. The fuel or nonfuel commodity price index, in current US. dollars, deflated by the unit value index of mnanufacturesexports (in U.S.
dollars) of G-5countries.

Source:WorldBankdata.

Table 4.8 Deficit on goods, services, and private transfersin developing countries,
by region and analyticalgroup, 1980-89 and the 1990s
(annualaverage,
inbillionsofcurrentU.S.dollars)
Regionorgroup
All developing countries
Geographicregions
Sub-Saharan Africa
East Asia
South Asia
Europe,

1980-89
58

LOw
55

Scenariosfor the 1990s
Downside
Baseline
69
78

High
105

10
7
8

19
-3
8

19
0
8

19
2
8

21
9
10

14
18

5
26

9
33

12
37

18
47

4

8

8

8

8

23
1

34
2

42
3

45
4

61
4

59

34

46

56

73

Middle East,

and North Africa
Latin America
Analyticalgroups
IDA-onlyadjusting Africa
Severelyindebted middleincome countries
Exporters of fuels
Memorandumitem
Deficit for all developing

countriesinl987dollars
Source World Bank data.
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policies, a viable external payments position, relatively outward-looking trade and exchange policies,
and supporting infrastructure. The East Asian example demonstrates how such policies can have a salutary effect on the level of foreign direct investment
and the subsequent spread of new techniques to the
rest of the economy.
The level of debt reliefcould alsohave an important
bearing on prospects for developing countries in the
next decade, especialy for severely indebted low- and
middle-income countries that implement strong adjustment programs. Debt relief measures would ease
the foreign exchange cash flow position of many of
these countries, permrittingthem to increase their imports in support of productive investments.Even more
important, such measures would speed the return to
creditworthinessand allow these countries to reap the
benefits of participating in global financialmarkets.
Debt relief without increased access to export markets would be self-defeating, however. Creditworthiness, once acquired, would need to be sustained
through increased opportunities to trade, invest, and
acquire and absorb new technologies. Otherwise, it
could just as easily be lost, leading to yet another
round of debt relief measures and a costly delay in
the struggle for development and the fight against
poverty.

The external finance requirement of developing
countries in the 1990s(including normal additions to
reserves) rises sharply in nominal termnsacross the
scenarios. But, as noted earlier, its rise in constant
dollars is modest; for instance, in the baseline, it is
only slightly above the average for the past twenty
years (Table4.9).The components of external finance
that are expected to increase across the scenarios are
net foreign direct investment and "other" finance,
which includes borrowing from commercial sources
and exceptional financing (Figure 4.6).
Looking at finance requirements by region shows
a clear connection between the risein overaU finance
available across scenarios and the extent to which
private finance is expected to respond to the external
circumstances underlyingthe scenarios. Latin America and East Asia are likely to be capable of attracting
significant amounts of foreign direct investment and
commercial finance. By contrast, virtually all the incremental finance for Sub-Saharan Africa is expected
to come from official development assistance, for
which the global supply is likely to be fairly rigid.
Thus the composition of Africa's finance reinforces
the composition of its production, exports, and debt
in limiting growth opportunities in the medium term.
Despite the higher levels of finance required, the
debt service ratio for developing countries in the

Table 4.9 Trends in selected balance of payments and external debt indicators of developing countries,
1970-89 and the 1990s
(annual average)

Indicator
Levels(billionsofcurrent U.S. dollars)
Deficit on goods, services, and
private transfers

Scenariosfor the 1990s
Downside
Baseline

1970-89

Low

43.0

55.0

69.0

78.0

105.0

5.0

29.0

33.0

31.0

42.0

48.0

84.0

102.0

109.0

147.0

64.0

51.0

66.0

77.0

102.0

-1.4
-2.2
0.9
-2.7
22.8
60.0

0.2
-2.1
0.6
-1.3
19.3
41.0

-0.3
-1.9
0.6
-1.6
16.9
45.0

-0.7
-1.7
0.6
-1.8
16.1
46.0

High

plus

Addition to reservesa
equals
Financing requirement
Financing requirement in
constant

1987 U.S. dollarsb

Ratios (percent)
Resource balance to GDP c
Interest payments to GDP

Othercurrentflows,net to GDP
Current account to GDP
Total debt service to exports
Private debt to total debt

-1.1
-1.8
0.7
-2.2
15.0
50.0

a. For all scenarios,this is assumed to approximate three and a halfmonths of imports, in dollar value at current prices and exchange rates.
b. The deflator is the import price deflator for the aggregate of developing countries.
c. The resource balance is the balance of payments on goods and nonfactor services.(A negative number indicates a deficit.)
Source. World Bank data.
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1990swill be well below its values in the 1980s,even
in the low case (Table 4.9). The lower ratio reflects
both the actions (already taken and expected) to end
the debt crisis as well as the widespread unwillingness to renew lending from commercial sources.
Lower sovereign lending is reflected in the low ratios
of private debt to total debt in all scenariosalthough this ratio increases across scenarios as other
forms of private finance increase.

selectively at different developing regions and analytical groups of countries.
From the standpoint of an individual developing
country now facing hardship, the challenge and the
opportunity for national leadership will be to adjust
the national economic structure toward paradigms
that work, as illustrated by experience in countries
that are developing well. This book does not pursue
such policy unplications; they are explored at length
in the WorldDevelopmentReport1991:The Challengeof
Development.But it does recognize the importance of
domestic policies in shaping development prospects
for the next decade.
Countries that raised their domestic savings in the
1970s and 1980s and that consistently tried to integrate their economies with the rest of the world

From global analysis to national policy
Given all the risks and uncertainties, what is the most
likely outcome for development in individual countries and regions through the 1990s?In this last section, we attempt to answer this question by looking

Foreigndirectinvestmentand privatefinancingwill be crucialin the comingdecade
Figure4.6 Financing requirementfor developing countries,by source, 1970-89 and the 1990s
(billionsofconstant1987U.S. dollars)
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El Other

successfully steered through the turbulence of the
past decade and are well positioned to face the 1990s.
East Asian countries, including Indonesia, Korea,
Malaysia, and Thailand, are striking examples, but
by no means the only ones. In Africa, Botswana,
Ghana, and Mauritius have shown how prudent
macroeconomic management, liberalized trade and
exchange rate policies, and accompanying sectoral
policies can lay the foundations for sustained growth
and development despite a grim international environment. In Latin America, the performance of Chile
and, more recently, Mexico points to similar conclusions. A growing number of economies in the developing world are embarking on wide-ranging
structural reforms with the objective of raising the
level and efficiency of investment, increasing the
level of domestic saving, and improving the rationality of its allocation. The baseline scenario assumes,
indeed, that these efforts will continue and spread.
For the oil exporters-including Angola, Congo,
and Nigeria in Sub-Saharan Africa; Algeria in the
Maghreb; and Venezuela in Latin America-the
price of oil will obviously exert considerable sway
over their prospects in the 1990s.2
In general, one would expect growth rates for oil
exporters to decline as one moves from the low case
to the high case since the scenarios were constructed
so that the low case is beneficial to oil exporters (even
though oil prices are volatile), whereas the high case
incorporates low oil prices. But this is not the case for
thegroupasawhole,becausemostdevelopingcountry oil exporters are also highly indebted and hold
large portfolios of variable-rate debt. Some also export significant quantities of nonfuel primary products. Thus, the effectof high real rates of interest and
lower growth of industrial countries in the low case
tends to balance the effect of an increase in the average oil price, with the result that the average growth
rate of the group in the low case is dose to that in the
base case.
Nigeria and Venezuela-two oil-exporting countries-demonstrate the complexity of the interrelationship between debt, oil prices, and domestic
policies.Nigeria's growth rate in the high case can be
expected to decline because of lower oil prices. But
to the extent that Nigeria receives Toronto terms on
its outstanding bilateral nonconcessional debt over
the next few years and gains access to new commercial sources of finance, the growth effect of lower oil
prices could be lessened.3 In the low case, on the
other hand, the volatility of oil prices will strain
macroeconomic management in Nigeria despite
their high average level. Under those circumstances,
there is also the danger that Nigeria could find little

sympathyfromtheLondon and Paris Clubs, while also
experiencing difficulty translating high (but volatile)
oil prices into increased investment and growth.
As for Venezuela, the economy faces significant
downside risks if key reforms introduced by the
government are not implemented. The government
may find it difficult to continue its reform program
if oil prices decline significantly, as envisaged in the
high case. Higher oil prices in the low-case scenario,
on the other hand, could generate additional foreign
exchange earnings: a $1 a barrel increase in the price
of oil adds $600million to Venezuela's oil exports, or
roughly 5 percent of its total export earnings. Nevertheless, Venezuela's growth rate in the low case is
lower than in the downside case because the higher
average oil price is accompanied by increased interest payments on its variable-rate long-term debt and
slower growth in nonoil export earnings.4
Severely indebted middle-income countries as a
group can be expected to grow more slowly during
the next decade than all developing countries in
aggregate. This group includes, among others, Argentina, C6te d'Ivoire, Hungary, Mexico, the Philippines, and Poland. Countries undergoing structural
reforms face brighter prospects than those that are
not. For example, Poland's government has committed itself to fundamental reforms and has been supported by the international community through
substantial debt relief. Thus, although Poland's
growth rate is likely to be slow in the early years of
the decade, it is expected to accelerate thereafter.
Similarly,Mexico is expected to perform better than
in the past decade because of its moreliberal policies,
closer trading ties to the rest of North America, and
more prudent management of external debt.
The case of COte d'Ivoire shows how delays in
adjustment could adversely affect a country's prospects for the next decade. The economy faces fundamental structural and macroeconomic imbalances
and has been accumulating arrears on commercial
bank debt since May 1987.The outlook for the 1990s
as a whole looks bleak unless the government can
manage a real depreciation of about 30-40 percent.
Until it happens, however, C6te d'Ivoire's economy
will continue tobe gripped by crisis, no matter which
scenario eventually unfolds for the world economy.
If a real depreciation does occur in the early part of
this decade, as is assumed here, Cote d'Ivoire's prospects will be sensitive to international commodity
prices, particularly for coffee and cocoa, which are
responsive to OECD growth. And CMted'Ivoire possesses the infrastructure to make a quick recovery in
international markets. Thus, its growth rate in the
high case is 1.5 percentage points higher than in the
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base case, the largest differential among the SubSaharan African countries.
In Sub-Saharan Africa, the twenty-one low-income countries undergoing adjustment and supported by the Special Program of Assistance for
Africa (SPA) are expected to grow relatively fast in the
1990sand to show significant improvement in performance over the 1980s.5 Improved trade and exchange rate policies that restructure incentives in
favor of tradables and an appreciable reduction in
direct state participation in production and marketing activities are expected to foster efficient private
sector-led development. For many of these countries
to recover from the declines in per capita incomes
they experienced in the 1970sand early 1980s,however, growth rates of 4-5 percent would need to be
sustained for several years. Such sustained growth
could be achieved if these countries maintain steady
progress in implementing structural reforms, if their
terms of trade do not deteriorate significantly, and if
gross disbursements of official development assistance increase by about 4 percent a year in real terms.
Much also depends on the supply response induced
by these conditions. So far, supply has responded
hesitantly because of inadequate infrastructure and
little confidence in the permanence of the reforms.
But with the passage of time, both these constraints
should ease, permitting higher levels of private savings and investment.
In the high case, the SPA group is expected to grow
at a rate that is 1.1 percentage points above the
growth rate in the baseline case. The additional
thrust comes primarily from higher commodity
pnrices,but this effect will be tempered by lower
preferential margins to African, Caribbean, and Pacific (AcP) countries when exporting to ECmarkets
after a successful Uruguay Round. The higher
growth of industrial countries envisaged in the high
case does not result in a proportional increase in
export volumes for the SPA countries because of continued inelasticities of supply in Africa. Moreover,
the improved economic situation of industrial economies in the baseline case will not necessarily lead to
a proportional increase in aid, partly because of aid
fatigue and partly because of limited absorptive capacity of the SPA countries. Other limits to the rate of
growth in the SPA countries can also be expected in
the high case.The environmental fragility of many of
these countries places limits on the level of growth
that can be sustained over the decade, even though
most of these economies are well endowed with
abundant natural and mineral resources. Responsible resource management policies are a feature of
most of the programs being implemented in these
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countries and are already dampening production
growth in some of them.6
In the low case, growth is affected more in the
adjusting SPAgroup of countries than in Sub-Saharan
Africa overall (a 1.2 percentage point decline in
growth relative to the baseline, compared with a 0.8
percentage point drop for Sub-Saharan Africa as a
whole). Lower commodity prices (affectingexports)
and higher oil prices (affecting imports) would reduce the availability of foreign exchange for imports
of capital and intermediate goods. Lower levels of
concessional assistance would exacerbate the situation, reducing growth to the point that per capita
incomes stay flat. Nevertheless, this outcome in the
low case would still be better (because policies are
better) than the decline in real per capita incomes
experienced in the 1980s.
The nonadjusting low-income countries in SubSaharan Africa, however, face a difficult decade.
Other than Lesotho, which has adopted sound economic policies and whose economy is closely tied to
that of South Africa, these economies can expect
significant deterioration in coming years unless current trends improve sharply. Itis in these countriesEthiopia, Liberia, Somalia, Sudan, and Zaire-that
the interactions among population, poverty, and the
environment will be displayed at their worst. Here
again, the alternative scenarios for the international
environment have little relevance in assessing the
prospects for these countries. They have become estranged from the world economy, and their isolation
isexpectedtogrowinthecomiingdecadeunlesstheir
domestic political and economic policy situations
turn around significantly and international efforts to
support growth in these economies are renewed.
In sharp contrast are the prospects for the economies of Asia. East Asia is well positioned to remain
the fastest growing developing region in the 1990s.
Indonesia, Korea, Malaysia, and Thailand, because
of their heavy reliance on exports of manufactures,
are sensitive to growth in industrial countries: a one
percentage point increase in industrial country
growth is estimated to engender more than a one
percentage point increase in growth in East Asia.
Japan's economic performance is particularly important because of close trade and financial links and the
network of Japanese foreign direct investment in the
region. A successful conclusion to the Uruguay
Round is also of immense importance to the prospects of these countries: East Asia's growth rate
under the high case is a full 2.1 percentage points
above the base case.
In all scenarios, the average real resource balance
on the external account is expected to turn positive,

suggesting strong export-led growth.7 Nevertheless,
some constraints to growth are evident and are likely
to become more serious in the future. First, Korea,
Malaysia, and Thailand, which are fast dosing the
technological gap with industrial economies, will
find further narrowing of the gap increasingly difficult. And second, with rapid labor productivity
growth, the advantage of relatively low labor costs is
diminishing quicldy. Indonesia, however, is in the
unusual position of being an exporter of both oil and
manufactures. It is thus especially welUpositioned to
maintain a relatively high rate of growth in all scenarios in the low case because of high oil prices, and
in the high case because of increased demand for
manufactures and nonfuel primary commodities.
For China, how the world economy evolves is
somewhat less important than it is for the rest of East
Asia. Here, the tension between forces pushing for
increased government control and those favoring a
shift toward market forces is likely to increase as
growth accelerates in the next few years. Under the
high case, rapidly growing foreign markets could
encourage a more market-oriented approach in
China, leading to rapid growth (2.5 percentage
points above baseline). On the other hand, were the
low-case scenario to unfold, growth could be 2.7
percentage points below that of thebaseline. Another
East Asian economy that does not fit the pattern is
the Philippines, where the challenge of the 1990s is
to improve trade policies and raise levels of investment and domestic savings. Access to external commercial capital will continue to be a problem, except
in the high case.Nevertheless, the Philippines can be
expected to grow faster under all the scenarios compared with its dismal performance during the 1980s,
when it was a principal casualty of the debt crisis.
For South Asia, the 1990s pose higher risks than
previous decades. In India, choices made this year
are likely to influence the outcome for the rest of the
decade. Large fiscal and external imbalances have
eroded India's creditworthiness and reduced its access to commercial financing. Furthermore, structural reforms and improved macroeconomic policy
are more difficult under the current political situation. Thus, India's growth in the 1990sis likely to be
slower than in the 1980sunder every scenario except
the high case. Under the low case, India could be an
important loser: not only would it need to pay higher
real interest rates on its sizable commercial debt, but
it would fall outside the ambit of any large regional
trading arrangements that might arise should the
Uruguay Round break down completely.
Bangladesh and Sri Lanka face a similar outlook,
with uncertain political developments at home and

difficult circumstances on the external front, particularly with respect to aid and export markets. For
these countries, maintaining their reform programs,
even under the baseline case, would pose a significant challenge. Finally, Pakistan is not expected todo
as well inthe 1990sasit did in the 1980s,except under
the high case. Lower growth is of some concern,
given a high population growth rate estimated at 3.1
percentayear. High tariff barriers insulate it from the
discipline of international trade, and the public sector is involved in several sectors in the economy. In
Pakistan's favor, however, is a reasonably sound
debt position and a potential for rapid growth if the
government implements structural reforms.
Conclusion
The baseline scenario incorporates external circumstances for development that are expected to be moderately better than in the 1980s.Developing countries
in aggregate could expect their growth to average 3
percent per capita over the next decade. But to
achieve this outcome would require improved domestic policies, a favorable international trading environment, and further debt relief measures
supporting adjustment in severely indebted lowand middle-income countries. Alternative scenarios
of external conditions demarcate a wide range of
outcomes for average growth per capita in developing countries, from less than 1.0percent a year to 4.5
percent. The weighted mean of all the scenarios is 2.7
percent a year, an improvement over the 1.9 percent
average of the 1980s. The prospects for individual
developing regions vary widely. The baseline scenario suggests that regional disparities are likely to
be perpetuated during the 1990s.And since convergence in growth rates across regions is expected to be
limited, progress in reducing the numbers of the
absolute poor is apt to be modest.
Annex: Details of the alternativescenarios
The lowcase
The low-case scenario assumes average real interest
rates of about 8 percent for the decade (Annex Figure
A). Oil prices are highly volatile, ranging from $20to
$55a barrel. Volatile oil prices, uncertainty generated
by the financial crisis, and a trade war combine to
damage business confidence, and investment falls
more than it would have because of higher interest
rates alone. The investment-GNPratio falls rapidly
from 22percentin 1990to 17 percent by the year 2000.
Rising govermnent deficits force cuts in public ex-
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penditures during the second half of the 1990s, so
that domestic demand contracts further. Unemployment in the G-5 countries increases steadily to 24
million workers by the end of the decade. The disinflationary effects of excess capacity in the economy
weigh against the inflationary consequences of
higher oil prices. But low labor productivity, growing by only 0.4 percent a year, pushes inflation 1.5
percent higher than in the baseline.
Effectson the G-5 economies are harsh. They experience two recessions during the 1990s. The initial
slump in 1991is prolonged by a couple of years, and
another recession occurs by 1998.Between these two
recessions, growth remains sluggish in the G-5 countries and leads to an overall GNP growth rate of 1.2
percent a year for the decade. By the year 2000, the
GNPof the G-5 economies is 15 percent below that in
the baseline. World trade, which suffers from the
expansion of trade barriers and the slowdown in
growth, is projected to grow at only 2.7 percent on
average. Japan is especially hard hit by the trade war
and by very high real interest rates. But continued
international specialization prevents the trade volume from actually falling, as it did in the 1930s.The
dollar depreciates during the second half of the decade as a result of large current account deficits.
A decade of high uncertainty, high real interest
rates, and low economic growth in the low case
would have a devastating impact on commodity
prices in real terms, especially raw materials, which
are particularly sensitive to changes in demand. The
depressing effect on nominal commodity prices of
lower industrial demand would outweigh any costpush effects on these prices (say, from the oil market
or from low productivity growth in both industrial
countries and developing countries). While foodstuffs are much less income-elastic than raw materials, especially in industrial countries, poor economic
growth in developing countries (the main area of
growth in demand for grains) would certainly hurt
food prices (see Chapter 2). Lower food prices would
provide some offsetting benefits for grain-importing
developing countries suffering from high interest
rates, high oil prices, and reduced trade opportunities that characterize the low case.
Downside
The downside scenario assumes that oil prices are
less volatile than in the low case but still higher than
in the baseline. Productivity is set to grow at 1A
percent annually. Real interest rates are increased to
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about 5 percent on average for the decade. Uncertainty has a moderate direct effect on investment and
U.S. consumer confidence.
For the decade, GNP growth in the G5 economies
averages 2.2 percent, down from 2.9 percent in the
baseline, while growth in world trade falls more, to
an average of 5.0 percent. Oil prices increase by 1.4
percent a year above the baseline and, together with
the lower productivity, pushes inflation to 4.3 percent. The effective exchange rate of the dollar depredates, and growth in the index of the unit value of
manufactures exports exceeds that in the baseline by
1.2percent, countering the terms of trade loss resulting from higher oil prices. The investment-GNPratio
is two percentage points lower than in the baseline
by the year 2000.Unemployment in the G-5 countries
rises to more than 17 million workers in the first half
of the decade, but stays at about 15 nillion during
the second half.
The slow growth of OECD countries in the downside scenario would likely lead to a prolonged weakness in nonfuel commodity prices in real terms
during the 1990s.The decline in commodity prices
would be led by raw material prices because of the
slack pace in industrial activity. Foodstuff prices
would be much less adversely affected. Prices for
beverages, the export commodities on which so
many of the small, low-income developing countries
depend, should increase in real terms even in the
downside scenario. Their demand is highly incomeinelastic, and the production cycle is likely to be the
main factor driving these prices over the decade
(barring natural disasters). The expected slowdown
in the growth of beverage production should cause
beverage prices to move up from their presently very
low levels.
The high case
In the high case, real interest rates are lowered to
about 2 percent on average. Oil prices are unchanged
in real terms relative to the index of the unit value of
manufactures exports throughout the decade. Productivity grows at 2.8 percent. Increased confidence
and reduced uncertainty have a positive direct effect
on investment.
This is a return-to-the-sixties scenario. The G-5
countries enjoy healthy GNPgrowth of 4.0 percent on
average for the 1990s.World trade grows at 7.6percent, and nominal LIBORaverages 6 percent. Low oil
prices keep inflation in check through the decade at
3.8 percent. But during the second half of the 1990s,

inflation in the G-5 countries picks up and approaches 6 percent in the last two years of the decade,
when full capacity is reached.
The investment-GNPratio advances steadily in the
high case, closing at 28 percent by the year 2000.The
United States experiences no significant savings
shortage because of a substantial reduction in the
budget deficit and higher private savings. Excess
budingetinJapan finance investments in Europe. Unsavings in Japan finance investments in Europe. Unemployment in the G-5 countries falls to 8 million
workers by the year 2000.
The high-case scenario would lead to a sharp increase in commodity prices relative to the baseline,
which would mean an unwinding of the real price
decline seen since 1981.Low real interest rates, high
investment rates, high growth rates of industrial production,andstronggrowthinincomesinbothindustrial and developing countries would tend to push
ntyrieswould tend. Toepush
co
tra andelo
up nonfuel commodity prices in real terms. The corresponding nominal increase would be less stikig,
since cost inflation in manufacturing would be lower
in this case (reflecting better productivity growth).
The most affected markets would again be raw materials, particularly metals and minerals, as there
would be a substantial boom in investment activity.
With per capita incomes increasing strongly in the
developing countries, demand for foodstuffs-espe-

Notes
1. The povertyline assumedwas an annual incomeof
$370in 1985U.S.dollarsat purchasingpower parity (Ppp).
SeeWorldBank(1990b,Tables2.1and9.2,pp.2 9 and 139).
2. Oil exportersare definedas those economieswhere
oilexportsaccountformorethan50percentoftotalexports
(seeAppendixtableA).
3. Bilateralnonconcessional
debtin 1989stoodat about
$12billion,abouttwicethe outstandingdebt owedto commercialbanks.
4. Venezuelais a severelyindebtedcountry, holding
$26.6billionof variablerate long-termdebt at the end of
1989out of a total stockof outstandingdebtof $33billion.
5. TheSpecialProgramofAssistanceforAfrica,nowin
its second phase,is a World Bank-coordinatedprogram
involvingseveralbilateraland multilateralaid sourcesin
providing additional concessional assistance to lowincomeSub-Saharaneconomies(with debt serviceratios
adjustabove30percent),that are implementingstructural
ment programs.ThesecountriesincludeBenin,Burundi,
Central AfricanRepublic,Chad, Ghana,Guinea,Guinea
Bissau, Kenya, Madagascar,Malawi, Mali, Mauritaria,
Mozambique,Niger,SaoTomeandPrincipe,Senegal,Tanzania,TheGambia,Togo,Uganda,and Zambia.
6. For example,Ghana's recent introductionof forest
managementpoliciesdesignedto limitforestoutput to a
maximun sustainableyield has slowedthe rapid growth
of fimberexportsconsiderably.

7. The real resource balance is defined as exports of
cially grains, vegetable oils, sugar, and meat
goods and nonfactor services less imports of goods and
would grow rapidly. Latin America and Africa
wouldwiaenfooddemand,recovnonfactor services in current U.S. dollars, deflated by the
ering the losses experienced in the 1980s.
region's export and import prices of goods and nonfactor
ering
the
losses
experienced
in
the
s6services.
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Annex Figure A. World economic indicators of importance to developing countries
Real GNP for G-5 countries, 1990 and 2000

Real world trade, 1990 and 2000
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Investment to GNpratio for G-5 countries
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Appendix A: Notes on

04i

classification of economies

This study classifies economies according to income
level, region, and analytical category (see Appendix
tables Al and A2).This appendix explains the methodology underlying this classificationsystem.1
Economies are classified according to whether
they are high, middle, or low income. "Income" refers to 1989GNP per capita and is calculated according to the World Bank Atlas method (World Bank,
1990c, p. 26). The income groups used in this study
are defined as follows:

and Yugoslavia and all the economies of North
Africa and the Middle East, and Afghanistan.
For some analyses, the study refers to Eastern
Europe, which comprises Bulgaria,Czechoslovakia, Hungary, Poland, Romania, and Yugoslavia
* LatinAmericaandtheCaribbeancomprisesall
American and Caribbean economies south of
the United States.
For analytical purposes, the study uses overlapFraayia
upss
h td
ssoelp
ping classifications based on different export and
* high-income economies are those with GNPper
external debt indicators:
capita of $6,000or more in 1989
exporters of fuel, manufactures, or nonfuel
* middle-income economies are those with GNP
'
'
a
per capita within the range $581 to $5,999 in
primary commodities are economies in which
1989
at least 50 percent of exports of goods and serlow-income economies are those with GN per
vices falls within any one of these categories. If
• pt
low-inofm$0
econess are those with GNPpernone
of these export categories accounts for 50
capita of $580or less in 1989.
percent of exports of goods and services, the
Tlheterm "developing countries" refers to all loweconomy is classified as a diversified exporter
and middle-income economies; it is not intended to
* severely indebted economies are those in
imply that all economies in the group are experiencwhich three of the following four debt ratios are
ing similar development or that other economies
above critical levels as of the end of 1988:debt
have reached a preferred or final stage of developto GNP(50percent), debt to exports of goods and
ment. The term "industrial countries" refers to all
services (275 percent), accrued debt service to
high-income OECD economies.
exports (30 percent), and accrued interest on
Economies are also classified according to their
external debt to exports (20 percent)
geographic location. The term "developing regions"
* moderately indebted economies are those in
used in this study refers to low- and middle-income
which three of the following four debt ratios are
economies in the following five geographic regions:
within a certain range as of the end of 1988:debt
* Sub-Saharan Africa comprises all economies

to GNP(30-50percent), debt to exports of goods
and service (165-275percent,Eaccrued debt ser-

south of the Saharar
* East Asia comprises all the low- and middleincome economies of East and South East Asia
and the Pacific, east of, and including, China
and Thailand
* South Asia comprises Bangladesh, Bhutan,
India, Myanmar, Nepal, Pakistan, and Sri
Lanka
* Europe, Middle East, and North Africa
comprises Bulgaria, Czechoslovakia, Greece,
Hungary, Poland, Portugal, Romania, Turkey,
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vice to exports (18-30percent),and accrued interest on external debt to exports (12-20percent).
Becauseof limitationsin data, Albania,Cuba, DemocraticRepublic of Korea, and the SovietUnion are not
included in any regional or analytical group totals.
Note
Th class.fication
.
systemusedinthisstudyisidenticalto that used in the WorldDevelopmentReport1991(New
York:OxfordUniversityPress,forthconing).

Appendix table Al Classification of low-, middle-, and high-income economies
(byincomegroupsand geographical
regions)
Sub-Sa1wAfric
Income
5rOUP

Sub-

8OP

East&South

LawR

Lowincome

Small

Asia &P

Europe,MiddleEast,ad N

East

Buunndi
Ethiopia
Kenya
Lesotho
Madagascar
Malawi
Rwanda
Somalia
Sudan
Tanzania
Uganda
Zaire
Zambia
Comoros
Mrat&s

Angola
Botswana
Dpboutl
Mau=tius
Namibia
Swaziland
Zimbabwe

West

&Parfic

China
Benin
Kampue
Burldna Faso Indoneda
CailralGAfumn Lao, pva
Republic
b
Solmon
So
and
Vietnam
Gambia
Ghana
Liberia
Mali
Mauritania
Niger
Nigeria
Sierra Leone
Togo
Chad
Eq. Gusinea
Guinea
Guinea Bbsau
Sb Tome
& Prindpe
Canemon
F*
CapeVerde
Kiribatl
Congo
Korea,DRA
Coted'lvolire
Malaysia
Senegal
Mongolia
Papua New
Gu
Philipplnes
ThalEd

South

Eastern

Rest

Asia

EuOpe

ofEurpe

India
Bangladesh
Myanmar
Nepal
Pa tsen
SdiLAnka
Bhutan
Maldkves

Americas

Afic

Middle
East

North

Africa

&Caribbamn

Afghidtlani

Albania
Poland
Bulgaria

Turkey

Jordan
Lebanon
SV.a
Ym

Algeria
Erypt
T
Tunisa

Tong
WMVanuatu
Western
Samoa

Lower

latin America

Middleincome

Aqtlna
Bsia
CBlei
Chile
Colombia
Costa Ria
Cube
Dominka
Domhrcan
Republic
Ecuador
ElSalvador
Grenada
Guatemala
Honduras
Medico
Nicaragua
Panama

Seyhelles
South Afrtla
Reunion

Gabon

Upper

Korea
Macao
New Caedonia
Facificlblands,
TmustTerrty

CzBdwkwaa
Hungasy
Roman
USSR,
Yugoslavia

Gbialtar
Greece
Malta
PortuXp

Iran
Iaq
Oman

Lbya

St. Luda
St. Vcent
& Grenadlnes
A
JtaBarsbda
Brazil
RnchGuna
Martilque
MatiNevis
Suriname
Trinidad
&iTobago
V'=a

Low 6 Middle
No.ofc3untriesI36

25

23

21
Australa
Japan
NewZeland

8

8

5
Ausbia
Begi

8

5

33
Canada
Unted Sta

Francs
Finand
Germany
Ielarnd
ITeland
Itly
Net-herlands

CsW

Highincombe

Norway
Spai

Mayotte
NonOCxD
C

United
K___dom
Andora
Channel
Ilands
Famelands
Gieelnd
sle of Man
Cyprs

AniSamoa
Brunei
French
Polynesia
Hong Kong
Shlgapore
Guam
oAE
I___ ____
_ ____I

I

_

Baklaln
brael
Ka t
Qatar
Saudi Arabia
United Arab
Emiates

Aruba
Bardos
Bernuda
Guaddoupe
Netherlns
Ant>il
PueoRko
Vk Islands,
US.

a. Not included in regional measures due to data limitations.
b. Other Asian economies-Taiwan, aCina.
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Appendix table A2 Classification of economies by analytical groups

Major

Group

Low-incm
Severey
Moduty
ind
i e

Low- ndmiddle-income
win
mnomnies
Middle-income
Secoaey
Mdealy
Hungary

d
indebtedness
High-inwme
geto~'Mge=~edness
onl-OECD
or tiOt iduded in
WorldDebtTabls
China

Exportersof
manuachues

Exporters
of nonfuel
primary
products

Bunmndi
E=topia
Equatorial
Uganda
Guinea
Gbana
Guinea
Guinea-Bissau
Guyana
Lb
sca
Mahwi
Mauritanh
Myanmar

Arenina
Chille
C6ted'Ivoire
Honduras
Nicaragua
Feru

Bulgaria

HongKong

Korea,DR&
Lebanon
Macao
NewCaledonra
Roinarna
SouthAfrica
Albana
American
Samoa
Bhutan
Chad
Cubae
Dominica
FrenchGuyana
Namrba
Reunion
Solomon

Polvnesia
Israel
SIngapore
o

~~~~~~~Korea
Czeholovakia

Poland

Paraguay
Zimnbasbwe

Par New
Guinea
Rwanda

Niger

Frec

High-incme
OECD

Canada
Finland

Perlany
Ireland
Italy
Japan
Sweden
Switzerland
FaeroeIslands Iceland
Greenland
NewZeland
Guadeloupe
Guam

Islandb

SaoTome
& Principe

St.Vincent
Suriname
Swaziland
Vietnam

Tanzania
Zaw_
Nieria

_

Exporters
of fueb
(mainlyoil)
Comoros
Mozambtque

_

_

Congo
VenezudV
a

Algerb
Trinidad
e&Tobago

Egypt

CapeVerde
Jamaica
Dominican
Republic
Yemen

Burina Faso
Greece
Jordan
Lesotho
Malta

ExportesT

Nea

of services

Seandwl

Angola
Gibratar
Iraq
Libya
Oman
USSR'
Anigua
=Barbuc
d
Dpbouti
Gsmada
Kampuchea

Bahrain
Brunei
SaudiArabia
UnitedArab
Emirates
Aruba
Bahamas
Barbados
Bermuda

United
Kingdom

M M-bt
Nuand.

Mardives
St .
T ev
St. Luds

Benin
DiversUfied
exporterab

No. ofcountries
178
c; of

SierraLeone
Sudan

26

Bangldesh
CentralAfrican
Kenya
MaiiRepublic
Gambhi,The
Indonesia
Pakistan
Sri Lanka

8

Bolivia
Brazil
CostaRica
Ecuador
Mexico
Morocco
Phippines
Senegal
Uruguay
20

Cameroon
Colombia
Gabon
Guatemala
Syri
Turkev
Yugoslvia

14

BotSwana
ElSalvador
Fii
Haiti
India
Malaysia
Mauritiu
Portugal
Thai'bnd
Tunisi
23

Tonga
Vanuatu
WesternSamoa
Afnistan
Kuwait
Beze
Lao,PDt

45

21

Australia
Austria
Belgium
Denmark
France
Luxenbourg
Netherlnds
Norway
Spaln
Unite States
21

Note: Economies not classified by exports: AndorTa, Channel Islands, Isle of Man, Pacific Islands, Trust Territory, Puerto Rico, Virgin
Islands, and United States.
a. Not included in regional measures because of data limiitations.
b. Economies in which no single export category accounts for more than 50 percent of total exports.
c. Other Asian econonies-Taiwan,
China.
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Appendix B: Measuring
population-weighted
world income

Growth rates of world or regional income (or output)
need to be interpreted with caution. This appendix
explains why.
In seeklng a summary measure of economicperformance, it is often desirable to measure the change in
income of "typical individuals." This is not what conventional aggregation procedures achieve.' To better
measure changes in income of the typical individual, it
is more appropriate to use population-weighted
income
growth, on a total and per capita basis.
Per capita income growth of the world (or of a
region) is calculated as the difference between
growth of world (orregional) income and the growth
of world (or regional) population. The former is an
aggregate weighted by income, while the latter is an
aggregate weighted by population. In other words,
in measuring world income, the rule for aggregation
is that "one dollar gets one vote," while in measuring
world population, the rule is that "one person gets
one vote." Of course, these "voting" systems would
be equivalent if the distributions of income and population were identical: that is, if the distribution of
per capita income were uniform. But this is far from
true. Difficultiesin interpreting the figures for aggregate per capita income growth can occur whenever
differencesin these two distributions are correlated
with differencesin growth rates of either income or
population (or both).
An example best illustrates the problem. Imagine
a two-region world composed of "North" and
"South." The North has 75 percent of the income but
only 25 percent of the population. The North's population growth is zero, while the South's is 2 percent
per annum. To make the arithmetic simple, assume
further that during a given period oftime the growth
of per capitaincome in each region is exactly zero
(which implies that income in the North remains
unchanged, while that in the South grows at 2 percent per annum). Since incomes per capita are stationary everywhere, world per capita income is
presumably constant, too. But is it? World income is

growing at the rate of 0.5 percent (0.75x 0 + 0.25x 2),
while world population is growing at 1.5 percent.
(0.25 x 0 + 0.75 x 2). The difference, which approximates to the world income per capita growth rate, is
-1.0 percent (0.5 -1.5). Yet, this statistic is not consistent with the regional income per capita growth
rates, which were assumed to be all zero.
For any aggregation, the difference between
growth of income-weighted income and growth of
population-weighted income depends on whether
countries with relatively high levels of per capita
income experience relatively slow growth of income.
If so, the growth of aggregate population-weighted
income will be higher than growth of aggregate
income-weighted income. In other words, when total
incomes of countries with high per capita incomes
are falling relative to total incomes of countries with
low per capita incomes, population-weighted income of the aggregate will rise faster than incomeweighted income of the aggregate.2
The following tables present results for growth of
GDPandGDPpercapita,usingpopulationweightsfor
aggregation from the national level to the level of the
world, and all developing countries. For comparison,
the standard aggregates using GDP weights are also
shown, to gauge the magnitudes of difference injected by variations in per capita incomes across
nations into the measurement of international per
capita growth rates.
Appendix table B1 summarizes trends from 1965
to 1989in terms of three periods: 1965-73, 1973-80,
and 1980-89.As in the "North-South" example given
above, the conventional measure of growth in real
GDP per capita is less than the growth of populationweighted GDP per capita by an average of about 1
percent per annum over the 1965-89 period as a
whole. Moreover, this difference rises steadily from
period to period, reaching a gap of 1.5 percent per
annum in the 1980s.
Appendix table B2shows the same set of measurements for the developing countries. For them, popu-
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lation-weighted real GDP per capita grew about 3
percent per annum during the 1980s, better than
during 1973-80 and virtually as high as during 196573. By contrast, GDP-weighted GDPper capita of de-

Appendix table B2 Growth of developing
countries' GDP per capita, 1965-89
(percent
peryear)

veloping countries slowed in the 1980s to a growth

1965-73

rate of 1.6 percent, from 2.5 in 1973-80 and 3.9 in
1965-73.These differences result largely from differences in growth of China and India from the average
for all developing countries.

Population-weighted
RealGDP a
5.6
Population
2.5
RealGDP per
capita
3.0

Conclusion

GDP-weighted

Data (or projections) for growth of per capita income,
derived in the standard way, can easily be misinterpreted as indicative of how per capita incomes are
growing on average over a given population. The
two

concepts

are different

and need

to be

kept

dis

tinct, especially since they have behaved quite differently historically, both for the developing countries
and for the world as a whole. While trends in GDPweighted GDPper capita support the notion that the
1980s was to some extent a 'lost decade" for developing countries as a group, population-weighted
GDPper capita in developing countries appears to
have increased about as fast during the 1980s as
during the years leading up to the first oil crisis. If
economic performance is to be assessed according to
the change in income of the "typical individual," the
1980swould score higher than the 1970s.An assess-

1973-80

1980-89

4.6

5.1

2.1

2.1

2.4

2.9

Real GDP b
RealGDPper

6.5

4.7

3.7

capita

3.9

2.5

1.6

Note: Forfootnotes,seeAppendixtableBl.
Source:WorldBankdata.
-_

ment of theprogress of global development therefore
needs to include population-weighted income in its
list of performance indicators.

Notes
Appendix table BI Growth of world GDP
per capita, 1965-89
(percent
peryear)
1965-73 1973-80 1980-89

1. Inagine that two individuals,A and B, makeup an
economy,and A's incomein the base yearis ten timesthat
of B.Inthe nextyear,A's incomefallsby 1percent,and B's
risesby 10percent.Theeconomy'sper capita incomedoes

Population-weighted

not change, since A's loss is equal to B's gain. But the

RealGDP a

5.4

4.3

4.7

averageof the growthratesof eachperson's incomein the

Population
Real GDPper
capita

2.2

1.8

1.8

economy is (10-1)/2, or 4.5 percent.

3.1

2.5

2.8

5.0

3.3

3.1

2.7

1.5

1.3

GDP-weighted
Real GDP b
Real GDP per
capita

a. Computedfromsumsofdata fornationalGDP at marketprices
in constantU.S.dollars,afterrescalingsuchthat the levelof each
seriesin the baseyear is nationalpopulationinthat year.
b. Computedexactlylike line 1, exceptwithout the rescaling
desocibedinNote a.
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2. The case for weighting income by population does
not stop at national or other geopolitical boundaries. Since
income inequalities may be just as important within some
countries as among them, estimating the average growth
of a national economy requires observations on income
fromsamples stratified by income class and denoted by the
number of people supported by each income series. Unfortunately, such data have not yet been compiled widely and
systematically enough to permit much generalization, although some additional research is feasible. In any event,
weighting nationalincome by population is feasible and
should add to our understanding of global growth performance, even if the national components cannot be compiled on the same basis.

Appendix figure B1 Population-weighted and GDP-weightedper capita growth: Developing countries
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Appendix figure B2 Population-weighted and GDP-weightedper capita growth: The world
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GlobalEconomicProspectsand theDevelopingCountriesis the first study in an annual series
issued by the World Bank on the long-term prospects for the world economy. The study
emphasizes the economic linkages between industrial and developing countries, focusing this year on linkages through trade in primary commodities.
In an extensive historical analysis, the study shows how growing interdependence in
the world economy has favored economic growth over the past four decades. International trade has grown faster than production, foreign investment has accelerated, new
technologies have revolutionized telecommunications and altered long-standing patterns of productivity and employment, and international financial markets have expanded in scale and diversity of instruments. But international economic relations have
grown increasingly strained because of tensions in the areas of international trade and
finance. While the developing world has been reducing barriers to trade in recent years,
unilateral actions to curb imports have proliferated in industrial countries. And the debt
crisis and its aftermath have cut off many developing countries from international financial markets and significantly reduced their access to flows of external capital.
The study finds that the potential for global economic growth in the 1990sis encouraging despite tensions in the international trading system, stress in the financial markets
of Japan and the United States, and a deepening recession in industrial countries. But the
realization of this potential will depend critically on a successful outcome to the Uruguay Round, a return to solid growth with price stability in the industrial economies,
and the reinforcement of trade and foreign investment policies in developing countries
that integrate them more closely with the rest of the world economy.
The study examines a "baseline" forecast for the global economy in the 1990sand
explores in detail its ramifications for developing countries. Alternative global scenarios
are analyzed for their growth and policy implications, particularly as viewed from the
perspective of developing countries. These scenarios depict a wide range of possible outcomes that highlight the uncertainty of the baseline forecast. But the analysis of international linkages identifies the key parameters within which different groups of
developing countries will need to examine their policy options in the next decade.
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